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As part of the discovery of cognitive science, teachers 
are waking up to the powers of dual coding — combining 
words with visuals in your teaching. But cognitive 
scientists aren’t graphic designers, and so their books 
don’t show teachers how to be competent in producing 
effective visuals. Until now.

Dual Coding With Teachers is a truly 
groundbreaking educational book. No other book has 
been designed with both cognitive science and graphic 
principles in mind. Every page contains diagrams, 

infographics, illustrations and graphic organisers. It has 
been designed to cater for both the busy teacher in a 
rush and the research-hungry colleague.

More than 35 teachers, teacher developers, 
psychologists and information designers are profiled, 
each with a double-page spread, highlighting their dual 
coding practice. Examining pedagogy through the lens 
of dual coding helps make the process more effective, 
efficient and enjoyable. Let’s get learning.

DUAL CODING W
ITH TEACHERS      OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

DUAL CODING 
WITH TEACHERS

OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI
with
Teachers
Andrew Steed: Primary
Ben Newmark: History
Blake Harvard: Psychology
Charlotte Richards: Combined Science
Dawn Cox: Religious Education
Gary Lamb: Maths
Gwen Nelson: English, FE
Helen Jennings: Primary
Karen Parham: Philosophy, FE
Mark Enser: Geography
Mike Tyler: Sport, FE
Noel Hitchcock: Science
Pritesh Raichura: Science
Rebecca Foster: English
Ruth Ashbee: Physics
Sianny Pamby: Religious Education
Teacher Developers
Andy Buck: Leadership
Christine Counsell: Curriculum Design
Dan Williams: Initial Teacher Training
David Weston: Inservice development
Emma McCrea: Trainer, Maths
Eva Hartell: STEM subjects 
Fergal Roche: Strategy 
Harry Fletcher-Wood: Initial Teacher Training
Jules Daulby: SEND
Ruth Swailes: Consulant Early Years
Tricia Taylor: Metacognition, Primary
Psychologists
Carolina Kuepper-Tetzel: Gr. Organisers
Efrat Furst: Abstract concepts
Megan Sumeracki: Scaffolded Gr Orgs
Paul Kirschner: Dual Coding Theory
Yana Weinstein-Jones: Live sketching
Information Designers
Francis Miller: Book structure
Michael Babwahsingh: Design Process
Peter Stoyko: Dialogue WalkThru
Sheila Pontis: Design Process
Trevor Flynn: Drawing
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Oliver Caviglioli
@olicav | olicav.com

‘Oliver has delivered a monumental work on a subject — the dual 
coding theory — that he’s eminently capable of delivering.
He is driven by the desire to spread his knowledge to all of us in 
the learning business so that we can all do our work better.’

Distinguished University Professor, Open University of the Netherlands 
Visiting Professor of Education, University of Oulu, FinlandPaul Kirschner

Dual Coding - cover.indd   1 18/12/2020   12:49
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TEACHING

WALKTHRUs
F I V E - S T E P  G U I D E S  T O  I N S T R U C T I O N A L  C O A C H I N G

BEHAVIOUR & RELATIONSHIPS
Establish classroom conditions 

CURRICULUM PLANNING
Create a coherent, well-sequenced 
knowledge-rich curriculum

EXPLAINING & MODELLING
Make sense of complex ideas to 
support students in building  
secure schema

QUESTIONING & FEEDBACK
Use responsive teaching methods  
to check students’ understanding  
and move them forward

PRACTICE & RETRIEVAL
Building secure long-term memory 

MODE B TEACHING
Deliver a range of learning  
experiences to deepen and  
extend learning

TOM SHERRINGTON
OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI
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             KATE  JONES
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Love to Teach

www.lovetoteach87.com

As part of the successful and popular Retrieval Practice collection 
by Kate Jones, this practical guide is your new go-to handbook for 
a wide range of resources that teachers can use in their classrooms. 
With over fifty evidence-informed and creative classroom resources 
and strategies to support retrieval practice, this book includes starter 
tasks, tasks to support literacy and revision, as well as a range of 
recommended online quizzing tools, all accompanied with top tips and 
visuals for easy implementation.

All of the resources provided are low effort, high impact. Low effort for 
teacher workload but high impact on student learning. Regardless of 
the subject or age range taught there are plenty of takeaways for every 
teacher in every classroom.

KATE JONES

RETRIEVAL 
PRACTICE:  
RESOURCE GUIDE 
Ideas & activities for the classroom

Retrieval Practice Resource Guide - cover.indd   1Retrieval Practice Resource Guide - cover.indd   1 09/04/2021   11:4009/04/2021   11:40

£10

‘She has the authentic voice of a practising teacher, passionate 
about her subject, determined for her students to succeed but 
also fascinated by the science of learning.’

– Tom Sherrington

Head of department and classroom teacher, award-winning educational 
speaker and author of the celebrated Love to Teach, Kate Jones 
introduces her second book that delves into the world of retrieval 
practice. Complete with smart and sustainable recommendations and 
illustrative resources shaped around retrieval to implement organically 
into your classroom, Kate helps teachers get their heads around the 
research-informed concepts and theories with a gentle confidence and 
unique humility. The perfect addition to each and every classroom.

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE   RESEARCH & RESOURCES FOR EVERY CLASSROOM
         KATE  JONES

KATE JONES

@87History
LovetoTeach87
Love to Teach

www.lovetoteach87.com
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RETRIEVAL  
PRACTICE
Research & Resources 
for every classroom
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RETRIEVAL  
PRACTICE
Implementing, embedding  
& reflecting
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Foreword by Bradley Busch & Edward Watson

£10
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‘We do not doubt that no matter what a person’s experience 
in the classroom or knowledge of the research, there are so 
many gems to glean from this book that we will all be better 
and more informed practitioners as a result.’

– Bradley Busch & Edward Watson

Following the acclaimed Retrieval Practice: Research & Resources for 
every classroom, Kate Jones is back to clarify common myths and 
misconceptions around retrieval practice while highlighting how best to 
interweave it into your daily classroom practice. Her book presents the 
rich, evidence-informed material her readers have grown familiar with 
through her writing, while offering an exploration of formative studies, 
exclusive advice from experts and case studies from real teachers. Yet 
another perfect addition to each and every classroom.

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE  2   IM
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Building on the successful work of Dylan Wiliam and Siobhan 
Leahy, Kate Jones addresses misconceptions of formative 
assessment and shares practical advice, focusing on the five 
evidence-informed strategies that teachers can use to support a 
learner’s progress. 

Helping them to understand what needs to be learned and how, 
formative assessment works to identify a student’s progress as 
well as highlighting gaps in their knowledge and understanding, 
giving the teacher useful insight as to what feedback and 
instruction can be provided to continue to move learners forward.

Written under the guidance of Dylan Wiliam, this book, part of 
the In Action series edited by Tom Sherrington, features a range 
of case studies from different subjects, teachers and key stages 
to show how formative assessment can be organically embedded 
across a curriculum successfully.

In recognition of the significant 
influence of the researchED
movement and the discursive forum it provides, a share of the 
royalties from this book will go to support the project in its 
ongoing non-profit work.
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FOREWORD BY JOHN HATTIE
COVER ILLUSTRATION BY OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI
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Generative Learning in Action helps to answer the question,  
which activities can students carry out to create meaningful 
learning? It does this by considering how we, as teachers, can 
implement the eight strategies for generative learning set out  
in the work of Fiorella and Mayer in their seminal 2015 work,  
Learning as a Generative Activity: Eight Learning Strategies  
that Promote Learning.

At a time when a great deal of attention has been paid to 
the teaching and learning from the perspective of effective 
instruction, generative learning looks at the flip side of the coin 
and considers what is happening in the minds of the learner. 
This book takes a teacher’s-eye view of a range of theories of 
learning and keeps their application to the classroom firmly in 
mind through the use of case studies and reference to day-to-day 
practice.

Generative Learning in Action also discusses key considerations 
and potential limitations of each of the strategies, as well as how 
you could implement these in your own practice and more widely 
across a school.

In recognition of the significant 
influence of the researchED 
movement and the discursive 
forum it provides, a share of the royalties from this book will go to 
support the project in its ongoing non-profit work.
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ILLUSTRATIONS BY OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI
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Tom Sherrington

ROSENSHINE’S  
PRINCIPLES IN ACTION

with illustrations by Oliver Caviglioli
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researchED is an educator-led organisation with the goal of 
bridging the gap between research and practice. This accessible 
and punchy series, overseen by founder Tom Bennett, tackles 
the most important topics in education, with a range of 
experienced contributors exploring the latest evidence and 
research and how it can apply in a variety of classroom settings. 

In this edition, Hamish Chalmers provides a primer on the key 
questions teachers and researchers have about the education 
of children learning English as an additional language (EAL). 
From the general implications of teaching children in a language 
that many are still in the process of learning, to the specifics 
of EAL-friendly pedagogy, this volume includes contributions 
from both teachers and researchers in the field: Victoria 
Murphy, Constant Leung, Jonathan Bifield, Feyisa Demie, Anne 
Margaret Smith, Naomi Flynn, Holly Joseph, Tracey Costley, 
Xiao Lan Curdt-Christiansen, and Eowyn Crisfield.

Hamish Chalmers is a lecturer and EAL researcher at the 
University of Oxford, vice-chair of NALDIC – the UK’s EAL 
subject association – and erstwhile primary school teacher, 
both in the UK and overseas.

EDITED BY HAMISH CHALMERS 
SERIES EDITOR TOM BENNETT
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researchED is an educator-led organisation with the goal of 
bridging the gap between research and practice. This accessible 
and punchy series, overseen by founder Tom Bennett, tackles 
the most important topics in education, with a range of 
experienced contributors exploring the latest evidence and 
research and how it can apply in a variety of classroom settings.

In this edition, James Murphy, along with an international cast, 
delves into the many myths and fads that have bedevilled 
teaching practice, helping teachers understand both the 
‘what’ and the ‘how’ of developing strong literacy skills 
for all students. The essays cover reading, spelling, writing, 
and intervening with literacy problems at both primary and 
secondary school. Contributors from the fields of education 
research and teaching practice include Kathleen Rastle, Kerry 
Hempenstall, Jessie Ricketts, Kevin Wheldall, Robyn Weldall, 
Jennifer Buckingham, Rhona Stainthorp, Tom Needham, Alex 
Quigley and Dianne Murphy.

James Murphy is School Partnerships Director at Thinking 
Reading. Tom Bennett is the founder of researchED.

EDITED BY JAMES MURPHY
SERIES EDITOR TOM BENNETT
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INDEPENDENT THINKING FOR EDUCATION
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THE
CURRICULUM
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EDITED BY CLARE SEALY
SERIES EDITOR TOM BENNETT
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L E A D I N G  
AC A D E M Y  
T R U S T S

WHY  S O M E  FA I L ,  
B U T  M O S T  DO N’ T

S I R  DAV I D  CA R T E R  
W I T H  L AU R A  M C I N E R N E Y

So, you want to be an academy trust leader? This book shows  
you how.

Sir David Carter started his career as a music teacher in several 
comprehensive schools before spending thirty years in school 
leadership before becoming one of the first Regional Schools 
Commissioners and then National School Commissioner. 

He knows what it feels like to be responsible for multiple schools and 
how the best leaders make large-scale collaboration work for their 
teachers, pupils, parents and the whole community.

This personal and accessible book shares the recipe for 
understanding the purpose of academy trust leadership and give 
insider knowledge of how to do it well and with all stakeholders at 
the forefront of your mission.

“Leading Academy Trusts is a fantastic synthesis of history, evolution, 
ideas and case studies from the MAT sector. A must-read for current 
and aspiring MAT CEOs.” 
Rowena Hackwood, CEO of the Astrea Academy Trust

“Existing and aspirant trust leaders will love this book.” 
Steve Munby, Visiting Professor, University College London

L EAD I NG ACADE MY TRU S T S
WHY S O M E  FA I L ,  BUT  M OS T  DO N ’ T

Leading Academy Trusts - Cover.indd   1 23/09/2020   12:53

“A masterclass in how to keep our perspective 
through times of turbulence, how to savour  
the joyful moments, and how to maintain a  

sense of balance.”
Geoff Barton, General Secretary,  

Association of School & College Leaders

“A great read that is wise, honest  
and ultimately uplifting.”

Dame Alison Peacock, Chief Executive,  
Chartered College of Teaching

Being a leader in education is an always-on job. There’s always more 
to do; more staff and children to help. So how can a leader ensure 
that they are doing the right things, at the right time, without burning 
themselves out?

Professor Toby Salt has worked in some of the hardest, most stress-
inducing jobs in the wider education space, as well as juggling a large 
family. How did he make it work? Sometimes with great techniques, 
sometimes through bitter experience.

The Juggling Act gives leaders in education and the wider public 
sector clear advice about how to manage the constant juggling act of 
professional and personal life. 

It reveals how to handle the logistics of leadership life: meetings, 
time management and technology. And it also shows how to handle 
the emotional parts: births, deaths, redundancies, missing your 
kids’ important moments, sticking to your values, and everything in 
between. The Juggling Act is an accessible read filled with anecdotes, 
humour and experience.
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THE JUGGLING ACT
HOW TO JUGGLE LEADERSHIP AND LIFE

“This is the book I wish I had when I first became a leader.  
A must-have for all leaders.”

Sir Steve Lancashire, CEO of REAch2

PROFESSOR TOBY SALT
WITH LAURA MCINERNEY

The Juggling Act - cover.indd   1The Juggling Act - cover.indd   1 13/10/2021   4:11 pm13/10/2021   4:11 pm
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This book is just one element of a suite of resources designed to help improve the 
educational outcomes for all children by empowering educational leaders in national, 
regional and local contexts to examine, refine and develop their leadership skills.

In this revised and updated edition, the author takes an in-depth and diagnostic 
approach, encouraging leaders at all levels in schools to think about their own personal 
qualities; their specific situation; their own leadership actions; and their own overall 
leadership approach.  

Developed alongside the book, the Leadership Matters website gives school leaders 
affordable access to high quality online diagnostic tools, videos and other leadership 
resources. Everything on the website, including the 40 exclusive videos, is designed 
around the same 40 topics from the book (known as the LM40), making it really easy for 
busy school leaders to find what they need.

Also available from John Catt Educational:
The Leadership Matters reflective journal, based around the LM40 topics.
A series of Leadership Matters case-study books, written by serving school leaders, 
which exemplify the LM principles in action.

‘Leadership Matters is one of the books I return to most frequently. It’s a text for our 
time – an epoch when leaders need, more than ever, to know what they stand for, what 
their non-negotiable principles are, how to communicate in a range of forms to a range 
of audiences, and how to sustain ourselves emotionally, morally, when times turn grim.’

Geoff Barton, General Secretary of the Association of School and College Leaders

Andy Buck

Leadership 
Matters 3.0
How leaders at all  
levels can create  
great schools

A John Catt Publication

LEADERSHIP
MATTERS
With You, For You

‘Much more than 
a how-to guide. 

Impressive synthesis of 
evidence-based theory 

and down-to-earth 
advice’

Dame Alison Peacock

Now  
organised into 
40 practical 

topics

The third edition of the bestselling leadership manual

LEADERSHIP
MATTERS
With You, For You

www.leadershipmatters.org.uk
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Huh
Curriculum conversations 
between subject and  
senior leaders

Mary Myatt and John Tomsett

’The ultimate collaboration 
between two important voices 
in the field of education, this 
book is essential reading 
for subject specialists and, 
even more importantly, 
the senior leaders who 
line manage them.’

Gerry Robinson

For some time, John Tomsett wrestled with the single 
question: ‘How can senior leaders support subject leaders 
in developing their curricula when the senior leaders know 
little about the subject disciplines?’

To find an answer, he collaborated with Mary Myatt to 
interview some remarkable subject leaders about curriculum 
development. What evolved from those interviews is Huh: 
curriculum conversations between subject and senior 
leaders. Myatt and Tomsett transcribed the heart of each 
conversation and, in doing so, learnt a huge amount about 
the process of curriculum development and the essence of 
the individual subjects themselves.

So, why ‘Huh’? Well, Huh is the Egyptian god of endlessness, 
often associated with fertility, creation, and regeneration. 
And as the title of this book, Huh captures a healthy and 
expansive way of considering curriculum conversations. As 
Claire Hill so eloquently comments, ‘Curriculum development 
is an ongoing process; it’s not going to be finished – ever.’ 

There can be no better focus for any book that aims to 
support school improvement than one centred upon 
teachers and school leaders talking about what should be 
taught in our schools, subject by subject, when, to whom, 
and how. In Huh, the authentic voices of people who are 
doing the work on the ground make a topic that can be 
intimidating accessible and meaningful. Every chapter 
contains nuggets of gold that can support practitioners 
who are engaged in curriculum development right across 
the school system.  Professor Samantha Twiselton

Huh

WWW.JOHNCATT.COM

Curriculum conversations between 
subject and senior leaders
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‘This approach to monitoring and evaluating children’s work really gets to 
the heart of reflective thinking about what will make a difference to children’s 
learning.’

– Clare Sealy

Pupil Book Study is a window into the lived experience of pupils. Serving as 
a mirror to reflect professional practice and identify what helps and hinders 
learning, it aims to outline clear and coherent structures to support talking 
to pupils about their books. Alex Bedford gives school leaders a systematic 
toolkit to evaluate the impact of their curriculum through studying teaching 
and learning. Infused with cognitive science research and evidence-informed 
practice, he offers schools the architecture for excellence, helping remove the 
risk of making assumptions.

This book works as a guide for schools through its seven specific and fully  
exemplified areas to focus on quality assurance systems. The keystone  
between teaching, learning and the curriculum, it provides schools with the 
tools to explain why things are as they are and presents solutions to the areas 
that limit progress.

AN EVIDENCE-INFORMED GUIDE TO  
HELP QUALITY ASSURE THE CURRICULUM

CREATED AND WRITTEN BY ALEX BEDFORD

Pupil Book Study Cover.indd   1Pupil Book Study Cover.indd   1 01/03/2021   16:5801/03/2021   16:58
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Teaching is one of the most inspiring things you can choose to do with your 
life, but the profession is in crisis. There is no doubt about it. 

It’s time to pause and reflect. It’s time to reclaim our profession, and reclaim 
our well-being. It’s time for us to shift our threat-ridden experience of the 
current climate, and compassion is the tool to help us. 
 
By connecting with our compassionate selves, we can help others learn and 
grow. Using a model rooted in evolutionary psychology, this book offers 
a way of doing just that. It aims to help us understand modern education, 
and gives us theoretical and practical ways forward as empathetic human 
beings and practitioners.

‘I’d spent so much time ignoring the build-up and effect 
that stress was having on my body that my brain could 

no longer distinguish between a lion and an email.’

‘A deeply personal individual account of teaching 
and the importance of building courage to be truly 

compassionate to yourself. A powerful read.’

Dame Alison Peacock

ANDY SAMMONS

THE  
COMPASSIONATE 

TEACHER
Why compassion should be 
at the heart of our schools

TheCompassionateTeacherCover2v5.indd   1 04/03/2019   14:56

Whether you’re new to the profession or an experienced 
practitioner, teaching can be the most rewarding career 
imaginable but it has never been more demanding. This 
book is filled with practical advice relating to pastoral care 
and classroom management, with a firm focus on building 
effective relationships. 

If you’re wondering how to get the most impact from school 
reports and parents’ evenings, struggling with prickly 
home–school relationships or simply want to bring the best 
out of those around you, this book will guide you towards 
the most practical solutions. It provides invaluable insights 
to guide you through your teaching journey and to help 
make your classroom a place where both you and your 
students enjoy being.

‘I’d highly recommend this book for all 
teachers entering the profession: it’s a 
great read, friendly, relatable, and full  

of practical advice and tips.’ 

AMANDA NUTTALL, SENIOR LECTURER FOR  
PRIMARY EDUCATION AT LEEDS TRINITY UNIVERSITY.

The C
aring Teacher                  Rob Potts

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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The  
Caring  

Teacher

By Rob Potts

How to make a positive  
difference in the classroom
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SCIENCE

ADAM BOXER

A COMPLETE GUIDE

‘A must-read for all science teachers and required reading  
in all curricula for future science teachers.’

Paul Kirschner, emeritus professor of educational psychology

‘This book is a real joy to read.’
Dr Niki Kaiser, chemistry teacher and research school director

‘Adam has written the book on secondary  
science teaching.’ 

Bob Pritchard, physics teacher and EEF content specialist

Teaching science is no simple task. Science teachers must wrestle with 
highly abstract and demanding concepts – ideas which have taken 
humanity’s greatest minds thousands of years to formulate and refine. 

Communicating these great and awesome theories involves careful 
forethought and planning. We need to deliver crystal-clear explanations, 
guide students as they develop their embryonic knowledge and then 
release them to develop their thinking independently, all the while 
curating and tending to their long-term understanding as it develops. 

In Teaching Secondary Science: A Complete Guide, Adam breaks down the 
complex art of teaching science into its component parts, providing a 
concrete and comprehensive set of evidence-informed steps to nurturing 
brilliant science students. 

This is a truly complete guide, and science teachers of any experience will 
find it packed with ideas that are new, challenging, interesting and – most 
importantly – useful.

Teaching Secondary Science - cover.indd   1Teaching Secondary Science - cover.indd   1 21/10/2021   14:3421/10/2021   14:34

HOW TO  
TE CH  

ECONOMICS

Economics teachers often work by themselves or in small 
departments. This can mean they are forced to plan a lot of 
lessons from scratch with limited scope for shared planning 
or collaboration. 

Even as teaching becomes more research-informed, there is 
still the problem of having to work out how this best applies 
when teaching economics, especially when there has been 
limited training on this. It can mean teachers are forced to 
adopt a trial-and-error approach, attempting to implement 
generic teaching and learning tips into economics lessons. 

This book aims to change that. By looking at what the latest 
cognitive science research tells us about how pupils learn 
and, crucially, how that can be implemented in economics 
lessons, it provides a short-cut through the trial-and-error 
approach. 

While the author summarises what the research tells us 
about pupil learning, this is fundamentally a ‘doing’ book. 
It is packed with practical examples of how research can be 
implemented in economics lessons looking at explanations, 
misconceptions, assessment, curriculum and much more.
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READY TO TEACH
MACBETH

A COMPENDIUM OF SUBJECT 
KNOWLEDGE, RESOURCES 

AND PEDAGOGY

STUART PRYKE &
AMY STANIFORTH

Amy Staniforth and Stuart Pryke have taken their considerable 
knowledge, skill and experience, and poured them generously into 
this triumph of a book.

Jennifer Webb

What is the best approach for helping students to understand 
higher level concepts? How can specific subject knowledge be 
implemented in lessons?

Ready to Teach: Macbeth brings together the deep subject 
knowledge, resources and classroom strategies needed to teach 
Shakespeare’s tragic play, as well as the pedagogical theory behind 
why these ideas work, helping teachers to deliver a knowledge-rich 
curriculum with impact. 

Each chapter contains lesson-by-lesson essays and commentaries 
that enhance subject knowledge on key areas of the text alongside 
fully resourced lessons reflecting current and dynamic best practice. 

The book also offers an introduction to the key pedagogical 
concepts which underpin the lessons and why they are proven to 
help students develop powerful knowledge and key skills. 

Whether you are new to teaching or looking for different ways into 
the text, Ready to Teach: Macbeth is the perfect companion to the 
study of ‘the Scottish play’.

Ready to Teach, Macbeth cover 1.indd   1 09/10/2020   10:34
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TOM BENNETT

THE
RUNNING  

THE ROOM 
COMPANION 

ISSUES IN CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT  
AND STRATEGIES TO DEAL WITH THEM

‘Rarely has anyone explained so clearly and provided as practical 
(and beautiful) a guide to accomplishing good behaviour.’

Doug Lemov, author of Teach Like a Champion

In this companion to his best-selling book Running the Room: The Teacher’s 
Guide to Behaviour, Tom Bennett goes into more detail about how to apply 
those principles to the classroom:

• How to deal with students who are late

• What are the best ways to work with parents?

• Managing cover lessons successfully

• How to tame smartphones

• The best way to design a seating plan

• How to start the lesson for the first time

• Dealing with low-level disruption

• Getting the class quiet when you – and they – need it the most

And much more. Using practical examples, plain language and evidence-
informed techniques, Tom guides teachers new and old to a better 
understanding of how to run the room everyone needs.

The Running a Room Companion - cover.indd   1 12/01/2021   16:36

The Behaviour Manual: An Educator’s Guidebook offers over 
100 strategies, approaches and teaching methods that will 
help any school, leader, middle leader, teacher, ECT or ITT to 
proactively lead on behaviour. It has been designed to help 
the entire profession and anyone at any level and all ranges 
of experience. The book is divided into three broad sections. 
Section 1 examines the role of the mothership (the school) and 
the role that leaders at any level can play. Section 2 looks at the 
role of the satellites (the key areas that make up the school) and 
the integral role that middle leaders play. The final section looks 
at the micro level, focusing on the role that teachers play, and 
offers a plethora of approaches teachers can employ.

Each of the 100+ strategies is unpacked over a one- or two-page 
spread. Within each spread is an outline of what the approach is. 
It is then unpacked to detail how it works or can be applied and 
each spread finishes with a cautionary warning and an advice 
tip. This book is deliberately written to help, to offer support, 
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THE
BEHAVIOUR  
MANUAL
SAM STRICKLAND

AN EDUCATOR’S GUIDEBOOK

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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Running the Room is the teacher’s guide to behaviour. Practical, evidence-
informed and based on the expertise of great teachers from around the world, 
it addresses the things teachers really need to know to build the classrooms 
children need.

Bursting with strategies, tips and solid advice, it brings together the best of 
what we know and saves teachers, new or old, from reinventing the wheels 
of the classroom. It’s the book teachers have been waiting for.

RUNNING  
THE ROOM

TOM BENNETT

THE TEACHER’S GUIDE TO BEHAVIOUR

‘This is classic Tom Bennett – funny, practical and 
wise insights into classroom management.’

Daisy Christodoulou, Director of Education at No More Marking

‘This book is the best guide I have ever read on 
getting good behaviour in classrooms.’

Dylan Wiliam, Emeritus Professor, University College London

‘Rarely has anyone explained so clearly and provided as practical 
(and beautiful) a guide to accomplishing good behaviour.’

Doug Lemov, author of Teach Like a Champion

‘This is the book I needed years ago: how much time have  
I wasted discovering for myself a fraction of the techniques 

and routines clearly outlined in this book?’
Adam Boxer, teacher, London 

Running a Room - cover.indd   1 20/08/2020   09:38
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MUST
DO

BETTER
HOW TO IMPROVE THE IMAGE OF TEACHING

HARRY HUDSON 

AND ROY BLATCHFORD

AND WHY IT MATTERS

‘For too many years, it’s been a tiresome cliché to say that the 
teaching profession needs higher status. Now here’s a call-to-

arms explaining why it matters so much – and, most importantly, 
how to achieve it. Stand by for practical, achievable inspiration.’

Geoff Barton, General Secretary, ASCL

‘No profession, none at all, is more crucial, transforming or 
stimulating than teaching. It should be at the apex of respect  

in every civilised country. This book explains why it isn’t –  
and what to do about it.’

Sir Anthony Seldon, formerly VC, University of Buckingham

‘Must Do Better serves as a clarion call. Only if we believe that 
teaching presents a compelling career choice, and make it so,  

will we recruit and retain the calibre of people our future 
generations need and deserve.’

Rebecca Boomer-Clark, CEO, Academies Enterprise Trust

‘A must read – this excellent book starts a conversation that 
is long overdue. There’s nothing more important than good 
teaching, whether in the classroom or on the football pitch.’

Per Mertesacker, Academy Manager at Arsenal Football Club

‘Great education requires great teachers: this timely book 
explains why and how it can and must be achieved.’

Charles Clarke, former Education Secretary

WITH A FOREWORD BY ALAN JOHNSON

Must Do Better - cover.indd   1Must Do Better - cover.indd   1 20/12/2021   09:4420/12/2021   09:44

In an era that has seen nothing but change after change, some of 
the brightest and most experienced educators and leaders have 
come together to share their views on what they would do if they 
were elected Education Secretary, providing a voice from the 
frontline and a window into our education system – where we’re 
failing and where we could improve. 
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‘IF I WERE 
EDUCATION 
SECRETARY…’

EDITED BY 

GEOFF BARTON

VIEWS FROM THE FRONTLINE

 WWW.JOHNCATT.COM
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•	 Are	you	struggling	to	get	motivated	to	study	for	your	
exams?

•	 Do	you	find	yourself	procrastinating	on	a	regular	basis,	
spending	too	much	time	on	your	phone	and	not	enough	
on	your	studies?

•	 Are	you	struggling	to	find	revision	techniques	that	work	
for	you?

•	 Are	you	stressed	about	having	too	much	to	revise	in	too	
little	time?

•	 Are	you	struggling	to	improve	your	grades	despite	doing	
dozens	of	past	papers?

If	you	answered	yes	to	any	of	these	questions	then	The	Ten	
Step	Guide	to	Acing	Every	Exam	You	Ever	Take	is	the	book	
for	you.

In	this	book,	straight	A	student,	Cambridge	graduate,	
experienced	teacher	and	former	A	Level	examiner	Lucy	
Parsons	gives	you	a	complete	formula	for	getting	the	top	
grades	every	time.	Starting	with	unlocking	your	motivation	
and	fixing	your	exams	mindset,	she	guides	you	through	a	
practical	system	that	will	reduce	the	overwhelm,	banish	
procrastination,	give	your	life	balance	and	empower	you	to	
work	towards	your	exams	in	a	methodical	and	low-stress	way.

Lucy Parsons

The
10 STEP GUIDE

 ACING  
EVERY
EXAM

you ever take

to
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TEACHING ESSENTIALS

THE LEARNING  
RAINFOREST
Great Teaching in Real 
Classrooms
By Tom Sherrington
£16             9781911382355
Tom Sherrington brings 
together the different elements 
of what constitutes ‘great 
teaching’ through his own 

experience as a classroom teacher and school leader, and his extensive 
review of what research says works. Aimed at teachers of all kinds, 
busy people working in complex environments with little time to 
spare, it is both a celebration of, and guide to, great teaching.

THINKING READING
What every secondary 
teacher needs to know 
about reading
By James and Dianne 
Murphy

£15             9781911382683

This book provides teachers 
with a thorough, easy to 

read introduction to the extensive research on reading and its 
effects on student achievement. Drawing on the work of experts 
from around the world, the authors explore how we learn to 
read, how the many myths and misconceptions around reading 
developed, and why they continue to persist.

ORGANISE IDEAS
Thinking by Hand, 
Extending the Mind
By Oliver Caviglioli 
and David Goodwin
£18             9781913622688

Learn how to organise ideas through the use of graphic organisers. In 
this book, over 50 teachers reveal how they use graphic organisers in 
their teaching, across the full age range and curriculum. A further section 
demonstrates how to use these word-diagrams most effectively by partnering 
them with other teaching strategies.
“I love the clear description of how each graphic organiser can be intentionally 
used, and that each one has a specific purpose. Highly recommend.”

5* Amazon review

DUAL CODING WITH 
TEACHERS
By Oliver Caviglioli
£16             9781912906253
As part of the discovery of 
cognitive science, teachers 
are waking up to the powers 

of dual coding - combining words with visuals in your teaching. Dual Coding 
With Teachers is a breakthrough educational book. No other book has been 
designed with both cognitive science and graphic principles in mind.
Every page contains diagrams, infographics, illustrations and graphic 
organisers. The book is designed to cater for both the busy teacher in a 
rush, as well as the research-hungry colleague. Over 35 teachers, teacher 
developers, psychologists and information designers are profiled, each with a 
double-page spread highlighting their dual coding practice.

£16 / $22 WWW.JOHNCATT.COM

As part of the discovery of cognitive science, teachers 
are waking up to the powers of dual coding — combining 
words with visuals in your teaching. But cognitive 
scientists aren’t graphic designers, and so their books 
don’t show teachers how to be competent in producing 
effective visuals. Until now.

Dual Coding With Teachers is a truly 
groundbreaking educational book. No other book has 
been designed with both cognitive science and graphic 
principles in mind. Every page contains diagrams, 

infographics, illustrations and graphic organisers. It has 
been designed to cater for both the busy teacher in a 
rush and the research-hungry colleague.

More than 35 teachers, teacher developers, 
psychologists and information designers are profiled, 
each with a double-page spread, highlighting their dual 
coding practice. Examining pedagogy through the lens 
of dual coding helps make the process more effective, 
efficient and enjoyable. Let’s get learning.

DUAL CODING W
ITH TEACHERS      OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

DUAL CODING 
WITH TEACHERS

OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI
with
Teachers
Andrew Steed: Primary
Ben Newmark: History
Blake Harvard: Psychology
Charlotte Richards: Combined Science
Dawn Cox: Religious Education
Gary Lamb: Maths
Gwen Nelson: English, FE
Helen Jennings: Primary
Karen Parham: Philosophy, FE
Mark Enser: Geography
Mike Tyler: Sport, FE
Noel Hitchcock: Science
Pritesh Raichura: Science
Rebecca Foster: English
Ruth Ashbee: Physics
Sianny Pamby: Religious Education
Teacher Developers
Andy Buck: Leadership
Christine Counsell: Curriculum Design
Dan Williams: Initial Teacher Training
David Weston: Inservice development
Emma McCrea: Trainer, Maths
Eva Hartell: STEM subjects 
Fergal Roche: Strategy 
Harry Fletcher-Wood: Initial Teacher Training
Jules Daulby: SEND
Ruth Swailes: Consulant Early Years
Tricia Taylor: Metacognition, Primary
Psychologists
Carolina Kuepper-Tetzel: Gr. Organisers
Efrat Furst: Abstract concepts
Megan Sumeracki: Scaffolded Gr Orgs
Paul Kirschner: Dual Coding Theory
Yana Weinstein-Jones: Live sketching
Information Designers
Francis Miller: Book structure
Michael Babwahsingh: Design Process
Peter Stoyko: Dialogue WalkThru
Sheila Pontis: Design Process
Trevor Flynn: Drawing

WHY?
The theories and 
evidence behind  

the benefits

WHAT?
Discover 12 different 

formats and how  
they work 

HOW?
Develop your skills  

with step-by-
step WalkThrus 

WHICH?
Take-aways and 

principles of effective 
visuals 

WHO?
Double–page spreads 

on dual coding  
practice today 

WHEN?
Identify the best  

moment dual coding 
aids learning 

WHERE?
References and 

resources to continue 
your learning
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Oliver Caviglioli
@olicav | olicav.com

‘Oliver has delivered a monumental work on a subject — the dual 
coding theory — that he’s eminently capable of delivering.
He is driven by the desire to spread his knowledge to all of us in 
the learning business so that we can all do our work better.’

Distinguished University Professor, Open University of the Netherlands 
Visiting Professor of Education, University of Oulu, FinlandPaul Kirschner

Dual Coding - cover.indd   1 18/12/2020   12:49

WHAT EVERY 
TEACHER NEEDS 
TO KNOW ABOUT 
PSYCHOLOGY 
By Nick Rose and 
David Didau

£18             9781909717855

David Didau and Nick 
Rose lay out the evidence and theoretical perspectives on what 
they believe are the most important and useful psychological 
principles, of which every teacher ought to be aware.

THE COACH’S GUIDE TO 
TEACHING 
By Doug Lemov
£18             9781913622305
Intended to offer lessons and 
guidance that are applicable to 
coaches of any sporting endeavor, 
including everyone from parent 
volunteers to professional coaches 
and private trainers, Lemov brings 

the powerful science of learning to the arena of sports coaching to create the 
next generation of championship caliber coaches.
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TEACHING WALKTHRUS
A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

TEACHING

WALKTHRUs
F I V E - S T E P  G U I D E S  T O  I N S T R U C T I O N A L  C O A C H I N G

BEHAVIOUR & RELATIONSHIPS
Establish classroom conditions 

CURRICULUM PLANNING
Create a coherent, well-sequenced 
knowledge-rich curriculum

EXPLAINING & MODELLING
Make sense of complex ideas to 
support students in building  
secure schema

QUESTIONING & FEEDBACK
Use responsive teaching methods  
to check students’ understanding  
and move them forward

PRACTICE & RETRIEVAL
Building secure long-term memory 

MODE B TEACHING
Deliver a range of learning  
experiences to deepen and  
extend learning

TOM SHERRINGTON
OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI

TEACHING WALKTHRUS 
Five-step guides to instructional coaching 
By Tom Sherrington and Oliver Caviglioli 
£14           9781912906765 

This best-seller contains 50 essential teaching techniques, each with five clear and 
concise illustrations and explanations, to make sense of complex ideas and support 
student learning.
Learn important practical techniques in behaviour and relationships; curriculum 
planning; explaining and modelling; questioning and feedback; practice and retrieval; 
and Mode B teaching.
This book forms a unique repository of key teaching methods, valuable to any 
classroom practitioner in any setting. 

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

TEACHING

WALKTHRUs 3
F I V E - S T E P  G U I D E S  T O  I N S T R U C T I O N A L  C O A C H I N G

BEHAVIOUR & RELATIONSHIPS
Establish classroom conditions essential  
for effective learning

CURRICULUM PLANNING
Create a coherent, well-sequenced 
knowledge-rich curriculum

EXPLAINING & MODELLING
Make sense of complex ideas to support 
students in building secure schema

QUESTIONING & FEEDBACK
Use responsive teaching methods to  
check students’ understanding and  
move them forward

PRACTICE & RETRIEVAL
Build secure long-term memory and fluency

MODE B TEACHING
Deliver a range of learning experiences to 
deepen and extend learning

TOM SHERRINGTON
OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI
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The most important 
influence on students’ 
learning is the teacher, 
and the most important 
influences on teachers 
are knowing how we 
learn and knowing 
which instructional 
techniques work. 
Teaching WalkThrus 
provides a unique 
combination of the 
two. Every learner 
deserves a teacher 
who has mastered 
WalkThrus.

WalkThrus have 
revolutionised 
our approach 
to professional 
development across 
the secondary 
schools in our trust. 
Being able to build 
WalkThrus clusters 
has allowed whole-
school, faculty and 
individual professional 
development to be 
precisely tailored to 
need and driven by  
the teachers. 

WalkThrus serves as 
a practical manual 
for creating a truly 
inclusive classroom.  
As a pastoral leader, 
I welcome how 
WalkThrus places 
importance on building 
and fostering positive 
relationships, as this 
empowers all students 
to fully engage with 
their learning. I highly 
recommend WalkThrus 
for pastoral and 
curriculum leaders 
alike.

WalkThrus is a fad-
proof guide unpacking 
effective teaching. 
The materials have 
enabled us to change 
teacher development 
in our schools. The 
nuggets of gold in 
the Why? section 
provide a gateway to 
becoming research-
informed; practical 
five-step checklists 
empower teachers 
to take professional 
development into their 
own hands.

WalkThrus play an 
invaluable role within 
our college, enabling 
staff from diverse 
curriculum areas to 
develop evidence-
informed approaches. 
It’s the perfect 
instructional playbook 
for individual coaching, 
from trainees to college 
leaders, informing 
curriculum team 
projects and cross-
college professional 
development activity.

Using WalkThrus with 
instructional coaching 
is transformational for 
teachers, leaders and 
students. WalkThrus 
takes us back to the 
pedagogical techniques 
that make a tangible 
improvement in the 
classroom. With 60+ 
WalkThrus schools in 
our partnership, we 
are seeing change and 
innovation at a system 
level too.

PAUL A.
KIRSCHNER

MEL
WICKS

SAIRA 
SAEED

SHANNEN  
DOHERTY

NICKY 
HAWKINS

FRAN 
HARGROVE

Emeritus Professor of 
Educational Psychology, Open 
University of the Netherlands

Executive Principal,  
Stamford Park Trust 

Assistant Headteacher,  
King Edward VI Handsworth 
Wood Girls’ Academy

Teacher Development Lead, 
Aquinas Church of England 
Education Trust

Programme Coordinator, 
South Devon College

Deputy Chief Executive, 
Haringey Education 
Partnership

WITH GUEST CONTRIBUTORS 
Adam Boxer
Alison Wilcox
Andy Buck
Andy Tharby
Ayellet McDonnell
Bennie Kara
Blake Harvard
Christopher Such
David Goodwin
Efrat Furst
Emma Slade 
Emma Turner

Eva Hartell
Harry Fletcher-Wood
Josh Goodrich
Kat Howard
Leila MacTavish
Mary Myatt
Peps Mccrea
Richard Kennett
Shaun Allison
Sonia Thompson
Tom Needham
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180,000
BOOKS SOLD

2,500
ORGANISATIONS

40
COUNTRIES

TEACHING WALKTHRUS 2 
Five-step guides to instructional coaching 
By Tom Sherrington and Oliver Caviglioli 
£14             9781913622473 

In this follow-up to the ground-breaking Teaching WalkThrus Vol 1, Tom Sherrington 
and Oliver Caviglioli present 50 new WalkThrus, bringing fresh insights to key areas of 
teaching.
Learn from a wealth of expertise from an additional ten experienced educators who 
contribute to this volume and enhance this essential teaching manual.
‘I’ve never seen anything quite like this before. This is not only a beautiful book, but 
an incredibly useful one. Powerful strategies brought to life by concise descriptions and 
clear images. Brilliant!’ 

Craig Barton, author of How I Wish I’d Taught Maths and Tips for Teachers

TEACHING WALKTHRUS 3 
Five-step guides to instructional coaching 
By Tom Sherrington and Oliver Caviglioli 
£14             9781915261137 

Following the break-out success of Teaching WalkThrus Volume 1 (2020) and Volume 2 
(2021), Volume 3 features 50 more essential teaching methods in the authors’ concise 
and accessible format.
Tom and Oliver have teamed up with a stellar supporting cast of educators to present 
the new WalkThrus to support you in all key areas of teaching.

The WalkThrus books are supported by an online PD toolkit, which is now used by 2,000 organisations in 35 countries. Visit walkthrus.co.uk

http://walkthrus.co.uk
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RETRIEVAL PRACTICE

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE: PRIMARY 
A guide for primary teachers and leaders 
By Kate Jones                  £10             9781915261205  
This guide is for educators who are exploring how to implement retrieval practice effectively in a 
primary school context. Beginning with research, the focus then moves to classroom application, 
covering curriculum design, task and question design with retrieval practice, and how to embed 
retrieval practice as part of the language of learning across your wider school community.

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE 2 
Implementing, embedding & reflecting 
By Kate Jones                  £10             9781913622411  
With a foreword by Bradley Busch and Edward Watson 
This book focuses on the effective implementation of retrieval practice, with contributions from 
leading academics and subject specialists, to support both teachers and leaders to ensure it is 
embedded in classroom routines. 
For a fresh and in-depth look at the latest research and common mistakes, this is an 
invaluable text. 

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE: RESOURCE GUIDE 
Ideas & activities for the classroom 
By Kate Jones                  £8             9781913622541 
This practical resource is the go-to guide for a wide range of retrieval practice tasks that 
teachers can use in their classrooms. It will support your teaching with more than 50 
evidence-informed and creative classroom resources and strategies.

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE 
Research & Resources for every classroom 
By Kate Jones                  £10             9781912906581 
Retrieval practice is a low effort but powerful strategy, in which bringing information to mind 
enhances and boosts learning. This punchy and accessible book combines educational research 
with strategies and tips for using this powerful technique in the classroom and beyond. 
“Kate explains and contextualises the evidence. She gives insights that will be invaluable to 
students on how to use retrieval practice in their studies, practical advice for teachers for their 
classroom and implementation advice for senior leaders. If you love to teach and want to be 
the best teacher you can be, this is the book for you!’ 

Phil Naylor, teacher, senior leader and podcast host

 

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE: RESOURCE GUIDE    IDEAS & ACTIVITIES FOR THE CLASSROOM
             KATE  JONES

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

@KateJones _Teach
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As part of the successful and popular Retrieval Practice collection 
by Kate Jones, this practical guide is your new go-to handbook for 
a wide range of resources that teachers can use in their classrooms. 
With over fifty evidence-informed and creative classroom resources 
and strategies to support retrieval practice, this book includes starter 
tasks, tasks to support literacy and revision, as well as a range of 
recommended online quizzing tools, all accompanied with top tips and 
visuals for easy implementation.

All of the resources provided are low effort, high impact. Low effort for 
teacher workload but high impact on student learning. Regardless of 
the subject or age range taught there are plenty of takeaways for every 
teacher in every classroom.

KATE JONES

RETRIEVAL 
PRACTICE:  
RESOURCE GUIDE 
Ideas & activities for the classroom

Retrieval Practice Resource Guide - cover.indd   1Retrieval Practice Resource Guide - cover.indd   1 09/04/2021   11:4009/04/2021   11:40

£10

‘She has the authentic voice of a practising teacher, passionate 
about her subject, determined for her students to succeed but 
also fascinated by the science of learning.’

– Tom Sherrington

Head of department and classroom teacher, award-winning educational 
speaker and author of the celebrated Love to Teach, Kate Jones 
introduces her second book that delves into the world of retrieval 
practice. Complete with smart and sustainable recommendations and 
illustrative resources shaped around retrieval to implement organically 
into your classroom, Kate helps teachers get their heads around the 
research-informed concepts and theories with a gentle confidence and 
unique humility. The perfect addition to each and every classroom.

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE   RESEARCH & RESOURCES FOR EVERY CLASSROOM
         KATE  JONES

KATE JONES

@87History
LovetoTeach87
Love to Teach

www.lovetoteach87.com

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

RETRIEVAL  
PRACTICE
Research & Resources 
for every classroom
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& reflecting

2

Foreword by Bradley Busch & Edward Watson

£10

@KateJones_Teach

Love to Teach

www.lovetoteach87.com

‘We do not doubt that no matter what a person’s experience 
in the classroom or knowledge of the research, there are so 
many gems to glean from this book that we will all be better 
and more informed practitioners as a result.’

– Bradley Busch & Edward Watson

Following the acclaimed Retrieval Practice: Research & Resources for 
every classroom, Kate Jones is back to clarify common myths and 
misconceptions around retrieval practice while highlighting how best to 
interweave it into your daily classroom practice. Her book presents the 
rich, evidence-informed material her readers have grown familiar with 
through her writing, while offering an exploration of formative studies, 
exclusive advice from experts and case studies from real teachers. Yet 
another perfect addition to each and every classroom.

RETRIEVAL PRACTICE  2   IM
PLEM

ENTING, EM
BEDDING & REFLECTING         KATE  JONES

Retrieval Practice 2 - cover - LS.indd   1Retrieval Practice 2 - cover - LS.indd   1 10/03/2021   11:5910/03/2021   11:59
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ARY TEACHERS AND LEADERS              KATE  JONES

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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Love to Teach

www.lovetoteach87.com

In recent years retrieval practice has continued to grow in prominence 
and popularity – an evidence-informed effective teaching and learning 
strategy that supports all learners. After extensive reading, engaging 
with research and working with schools, Kate Jones has written a 
guide that explores how retrieval practice can work in a primary school 
context. The book begins with research and then focuses on classroom 
application, covering curriculum design, task and question design with 
retrieval practice and how to embed retrieval practice as part of the 
language of learning across the wider school community. 

This is an essential read for teachers and leaders at all levels looking to 
effectively embed retrieval practice in their primary classroom.

KATE JONES

RETRIEVAL 
PRACTICE:  
PRIMARY 
A guide for primary teachers  
and leaders 

Retrieval Practice Primary - cover.indd   1Retrieval Practice Primary - cover.indd   1 07/06/2022   16:3907/06/2022   16:39

Kate Jones is a teacher, experienced leader and Senior Associate for Teaching and Learning with Evidence Based 
Education. Kate has been a teacher for over a decade and spent five years teaching in Abu Dhabi, but is now 
back in the UK. Kate has presented to and worked with schools around the world.
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FIORELLA & MAYER’S 
GENERATIVE LEARNING 
IN ACTION
By Zoe & Mark Enser
£12             9781913622206

COLLINS ET AL’S  
COGNITIVE  
APPRENTICESHIP IN 
ACTION
Edited by John Tomsett
£12             9781913622435

Building on the successful work of Dylan Wiliam and Siobhan 
Leahy, Kate Jones addresses misconceptions of formative 
assessment and shares practical advice, focusing on the five 
evidence-informed strategies that teachers can use to support a 
learner’s progress. 

Helping them to understand what needs to be learned and how, 
formative assessment works to identify a student’s progress as 
well as highlighting gaps in their knowledge and understanding, 
giving the teacher useful insight as to what feedback and 
instruction can be provided to continue to move learners forward.

Written under the guidance of Dylan Wiliam, this book, part of 
the In Action series edited by Tom Sherrington, features a range 
of case studies from different subjects, teachers and key stages 
to show how formative assessment can be organically embedded 
across a curriculum successfully.

In recognition of the significant 
influence of the researchED
movement and the discursive forum it provides, a share of the 
royalties from this book will go to support the project in its 
ongoing non-profit work.
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Generative Learning in Action helps to answer the question,  
which activities can students carry out to create meaningful 
learning? It does this by considering how we, as teachers, can 
implement the eight strategies for generative learning set out  
in the work of Fiorella and Mayer in their seminal 2015 work,  
Learning as a Generative Activity: Eight Learning Strategies  
that Promote Learning.

At a time when a great deal of attention has been paid to 
the teaching and learning from the perspective of effective 
instruction, generative learning looks at the flip side of the coin 
and considers what is happening in the minds of the learner. 
This book takes a teacher’s-eye view of a range of theories of 
learning and keeps their application to the classroom firmly in 
mind through the use of case studies and reference to day-to-day 
practice.

Generative Learning in Action also discusses key considerations 
and potential limitations of each of the strategies, as well as how 
you could implement these in your own practice and more widely 
across a school.

In recognition of the significant 
influence of the researchED 
movement and the discursive 
forum it provides, a share of the royalties from this book will go to 
support the project in its ongoing non-profit work.
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In 1991, Allan Collins, John Seely Brown and Ann Holum published 
‘Cognitive Apprenticeship: Making Thinking Visible’. Nearly a 
quarter of a century later, John Tomsett encountered their paper, 
and it has influenced his teaching immeasurably.

Tomsett developed a number of techniques which made his expert 
subject thinking visible to his students, to great effect. Beyond 
his own practice, the principles behind Collins et al.’s paper 
have been woven throughout Huntington School in York (where 
Tomsett is headteacher), a research school whose teachers are 
committed to developing evidence-informed classroom practice.

In this book, 23 Huntington School teachers discuss, in a series 
of brief essays, what they consider to be the expert thought 
processes specific to their individual subject domains. They 
explain in detail how they use cognitive apprenticeship techniques 
‘in action’ to make their disciplinary thinking visible and help their 
students learn those same expert thought processes.

This book is a priceless contribution to the current debate about 
the curriculum and how it is taught in our schools.

In recognition of the significant 
influence of the researchED
movement and the discursive 
forum it provides, a share of the royalties from this book will go to 
support the project in its ongoing non-profit work.
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‘A CRITICAL ADDITION TO THE LITERATURE ON COGNITIVE  
APPRENTICESHIP’ – PROFESSOR ALLAN COLLINS
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PRODUCTION
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‘I would like to recommend this book in the highest possible terms 
to all educators who wish to familiarise themselves with cognitive 
load theory’ 

Emeritus Professor John Sweller

What is it that enables students to learn from some classroom 
activities, yet leaves them totally confused by others?

Although we can’t see directly into students’ minds, we do have 
Cognitive Load Theory, and this is the next best thing. Built on the 
foundation of all learning, the human memory system, Cognitive 
Load Theory details specific actions that teachers can take to 
maximise student outcomes.

Written under the guidance of, and thoroughly reviewed by, the 
originator of CLT, John Sweller, this practical guide summarises 
over 30 years of research in this field into clear and easily 
understandable terms. This book features both a thorough 
discussion of the core principles of CLT and a wide array of 
classroom-ready strategies to apply it to art, music, history, 
chemistry, PE, mathematics, computer science, economics, 
biology, and more.

In recognition of the significant 
influence of the researchED 
movement and the discursive 
forum it provides, a share of the royalties from this book will go to 
support the project in its ongoing non-profit work. 
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‘AN INDISPENSABLE GUIDE TO COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY FOR TEACHERS’ – JOHN SWELLER

CLT - cover.indd   1 09/10/2020   09:54

The In Action series, edited by Tom Sherrington (author of Teaching WalkThrus), illustrates how some of education’s 
most popular theories, principles and strategies can be applied in the classroom. They include practical examples and 
case studies to bridge the gap between education research and teaching. Many of the original researchers and authors 
have contributed to the series.

ROSENSHINE’S  
PRINCIPLES IN ACTION
THE WORKBOOK
By Claire Grimes
£5             9781913622121

Following the resounding success of Tom Sherrington’s Rosenshine’s 
Principles in Action, the seminal principles have swiftly become a 
practical support for teachers looking to develop their classroom 
practice. The Workbook seeks to further this engagement by providing 
a thought-provoking and reflective guide designed to encourage 
teachers in all settings to become self-aware practitioners.

Completed alongside a series of video masterclasses delivered by 
Sherrington, teachers will be led through a range of questions and 
activities devised to secure pedagogical understanding and ensure 
teachers are left with clear actions to support pupil progress. The 
five-session structure of the workbook explores the fundamentals of 
classroom practice, finishing with a guided reflection on Rosenshine’s 
Principles in Action, thus providing the reader with a stimulating 
companion to Sherrington’s excellent work.
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A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

Tom Sherrington

ROSENSHINE’S  
PRINCIPLES IN ACTION

with illustrations by Oliver Caviglioli

Teacher reviews of Rosenshine’s Principles in Action:

“SUPERB FOR NOVICE AND EXPERT TEACHER
This book has something for the new teacher 
as well as a teacher researcher for over 30 
years.”

“A MUST READ FOR TEACHERS
The text is clear and concise, in a lexicon which teachers can understand and with ideas and 
suggestions that can be practically implemented. Overall, this is a must read for anyone who 
has heard of Rosenshine’s Principles and wants a clear, concise overview with some great 
practical tips for application.”

ROSENSHINE’S  
PRINCIPLES IN ACTION
By Tom Sherrington
£10             9781912906208

WILIAM & LEAHY’S  
FIVE FORMATIVE  
ASSESSMENT  
STRATEGIES IN ACTION
By Kate Jones
£12             9781913622770

SWELLER’S COGNITIVE 
LOAD THEORY IN  
ACTION
By Oliver Lovell
£12             9781913622237
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researchED is an educator-led organization with the goal of bridging the gap between research and practice. This 
accessible and thought-provoking series, curated by founder Tom Bennett, tackles the most important topics in 
education. Expert practitioners explore the latest evidence and research, and how it can be applied in the classroom.

BERGER’S AN ETHIC OF 
EXCELLENCE IN ACTION
By Sonia Thompson
£12            9781913622992

ANNIE MURPHY PAUL’S 
THE EXTENDED MIND IN 
ACTION
By Emma Turner,  
David Goodwin &  
Oliver Caviglioli
£12            9781915261007

‘I hope and expect you will enjoy this volume as much as I did. 
I think every teacher will find something in it that will expand 
their mind and challenge them to reflect on their practice.’

Professor Daniel T. Willingham

Shimamura’s MARGE model, described as a ‘Whole-brain learning 
approach for students and teachers’,  begins to build links 
between the areas of neuroscience, cognitive science and the 
practice of classroom teachers. Through discussing key ideas 
in the learning process: Motivate, Attend, Relate, Generate and 
Evaluate, Shimamura’s MARGE is a valuable lens through which we 
can discuss learning.

This book aims to bring the MARGE model to life through the use 
of case studies written by practising teachers, and examples taken 
from classrooms across a range of phases. By taking each of the 
principles of MARGE in turn, this practical guide helps all teachers 
better understand how they can develop their practice and 
improve the impact they have on the students they teach.

In recognition of the significant 
influence of the researchED
movement and the discursive forum it provides, a share of the 
royalties from this book will go to support the project in its 
ongoing non-profit work.
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How do you embed excellence into schools’ everyday practices, 
not as an incidental or an accident, but as an actual ethic? Like 
the original book, this book is not a manual, but what it offers is a 
thorough analysis of the An Ethic of Excellence toolbox strategies, 
which can be applied across all ages and phases. The examination 
is placed within a framework of relevant research and is aimed 
at corroborating Berger’s strategies and ethics, as they apply to 
classroom practice.

This book was written with the full support and ethical guidance 
of the author of An Ethic of Excellence: Building a Culture of 
Craftsmanship with Students, Ron Berger. Each chapter exemplifies 
the active ingredients for each of the key principles and underpins 
them with evidence-informed practice and practical examples 
from across the curriculum. The book offers case studies and 
insights from senior leaders and teachers on what excellence 
looks like within their contexts. While school improvement is 
never finished, the book offers a manual for identifying Berger’s 
principles of excellence. Through focused and evidence-informed 
offering, it considers how to make excellence as an ethic 
permanent across any school and any curriculum.

In recognition of the significant 
influence of the researchED
movement and the discursive forum it provides, a share of the 
royalties from this book will go to support the project in its 
ongoing non-profit work.
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GUEST AUTHORS

Presenting our talented and committed guest authors. We salute you all.

ANNIE MURPHY PAUL, AUTHOR OF THE EXTENDED MIND

I am pleased beyond measure that Emma Turner,  
David Goodwin, and Oliver Caviglioli – three thinkers  
I greatly admire – have brought the ideas in The  
Extended Mind even closer to the world of students  
and teachers.

ALISTAIR HAMILL

HEAD OF GEOGRAPHY, 
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RACHEL WHITE 

HEADTEACHER, BISHOP 
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JOHN TOMSETT

AUTHOR AND 
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Imagine having to draw dots each time we want to do a sum like 
3 + 4. Or having to sound out every word we read, no matter how 
many times we’ve seen it before. 

Having well-consolidated memories of how to do these things 
can help us to avoid such difficulties, which is why consolidation 
should be a key goal of effective teaching. Helping students to 
consolidate is a crucial stepping stone in supporting them to 
navigate problems and develop their knowledge. Building on the 
hugely influential paper by John Dunlosky, Amarbeer Singh Gill 
considers how teachers can use strategy recommendations from 
“Strengthening the student toolbox” to consolidate knowledge 
and enhance the learning that takes place in their classrooms. 

Each strategy is explored in detail, delving into the conditions 
needed to help the strategy work, how it might look in classrooms, 
things to be mindful of when translating research into practice 
and case studies from current teachers. By harnessing the power 
of the strategies and giving students the tools they need for 
lifelong learning, we can make it more likely that they will succeed 
not just while they are in our classrooms but also well beyond.

In recognition of the significant
influence of the researchED
movement and the discursive forum it provides, a share of the
royalties from this book will go to support the project in its
ongoing non-profit work.
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researchED is an educator-led organisation with the goal of 
bridging the gap between research and practice. This accessible 
and punchy series, overseen by founder Tom Bennett, tackles 
the most important topics in education, with a range of 
experienced contributors exploring the latest evidence and 
research and how it can apply in a variety of classroom settings.

In this edition, James Murphy, along with an international cast, 
delves into the many myths and fads that have bedevilled 
teaching practice, helping teachers understand both the 
‘what’ and the ‘how’ of developing strong literacy skills 
for all students. The essays cover reading, spelling, writing, 
and intervening with literacy problems at both primary and 
secondary school. Contributors from the fields of education 
research and teaching practice include Kathleen Rastle, Kerry 
Hempenstall, Jessie Ricketts, Kevin Wheldall, Robyn Weldall, 
Jennifer Buckingham, Rhona Stainthorp, Tom Needham, Alex 
Quigley and Dianne Murphy.

James Murphy is School Partnerships Director at Thinking 
Reading. Tom Bennett is the founder of researchED.
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ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE
An evidence-informed guide for teachers
By Hamish Chalmers
£12 9781915261342
A primer on teachers and researchers’ key questions about the education of children 
learning English as an Additional Language (EAL). From the general implications of 
teaching children in a language that many are still in the process of learning, to the 
specifics of EAL-friendly pedagogy, this volume includes contributions from both teachers 
and researchers in the field.
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researchED is an educator-led organisation with the goal of 
bridging the gap between research and practice. This accessible 
and punchy series, overseen by founder Tom Bennett, tackles 
the most important topics in education, with a range of 
experienced contributors exploring the latest evidence and 
research and how it can apply in a variety of classroom settings. 

In this edition, Hamish Chalmers provides a primer on the key 
questions teachers and researchers have about the education 
of children learning English as an additional language (EAL). 
From the general implications of teaching children in a language 
that many are still in the process of learning, to the specifics 
of EAL-friendly pedagogy, this volume includes contributions 
from both teachers and researchers in the field: Victoria 
Murphy, Constant Leung, Jonathan Bifield, Feyisa Demie, Anne 
Margaret Smith, Naomi Flynn, Holly Joseph, Tracey Costley, 
Xiao Lan Curdt-Christiansen, and Eowyn Crisfield.

Hamish Chalmers is a lecturer and EAL researcher at the 
University of Oxford, vice-chair of NALDIC – the UK’s EAL 
subject association – and erstwhile primary school teacher, 
both in the UK and overseas.
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Edited by Craig Barton
£12 9781912906390

EXPLICIT & DIRECT INSTRUCTION
An evidence-informed guide for teachers
Edited by Adam Boxer
£12 9781912906376

LITERACY
An evidence-informed guide for teachers
Edited by James Murphy
£12 9781912906420

LEADERSHIP
An evidence-informed guide for teachers
Edited by Stuart Lock
£12 9781912906413

ASSESSMENT
An evidence-informed guide for teachers
Edited by Sarah Donarski
£12 9781913622138

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
An evidence-informed guide for teachers
Edited by Karen Wespieser
£12 9781912906406 

THE CURRICULUM
An evidence-informed guide for teachers

Edited by Clare Sealy
£12 9781912906383

“This book is brilliant, really easy to read and short (for all the busy 
school leaders!) However it is truly inspirational in how it changed my 
thinking about curriculum. It really should be compulsory reading for 
anyone involved in curriculum development.”

5* Amazon review
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THE JUGGLING ACT
How to juggle leadership and life

By Professor Toby Salt with Laura McInerney
£15            9781913622848

Professor Toby Salt has worked in some of the hardest, most stress-inducing jobs in 
the wider education space, as well as juggling a large family. The Juggling Act gives 
leaders in education and the wider public sector clear advice about how to manage 
the constant juggling act of professional and personal life.
“A must read for everyone embarking on a career in leadership! This book 
balances intellectual leadership theory with day to day stories based on practice, 
but also with the feel of an autobiography. A great book.”

5* Amazon review
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L E A D I N G  
AC A D E M Y  
T R U S T S

WHY  S O M E  FA I L ,  
B U T  M O S T  DO N’ T

S I R  DAV I D  CA R T E R  
W I T H  L AU R A  M C I N E R N E Y

So, you want to be an academy trust leader? This book shows  
you how.

Sir David Carter started his career as a music teacher in several 
comprehensive schools before spending thirty years in school 
leadership before becoming one of the first Regional Schools 
Commissioners and then National School Commissioner. 

He knows what it feels like to be responsible for multiple schools and 
how the best leaders make large-scale collaboration work for their 
teachers, pupils, parents and the whole community.

This personal and accessible book shares the recipe for 
understanding the purpose of academy trust leadership and give 
insider knowledge of how to do it well and with all stakeholders at 
the forefront of your mission.

“Leading Academy Trusts is a fantastic synthesis of history, evolution, 
ideas and case studies from the MAT sector. A must-read for current 
and aspiring MAT CEOs.” 
Rowena Hackwood, CEO of the Astrea Academy Trust

“Existing and aspirant trust leaders will love this book.” 
Steve Munby, Visiting Professor, University College London

L EAD I NG ACADE MY TRU S T S
WHY S O M E  FA I L ,  BUT  M OS T  DO N ’ T

Leading Academy Trusts - Cover.indd   1 23/09/2020   12:53

“A masterclass in how to keep our perspective 
through times of turbulence, how to savour  
the joyful moments, and how to maintain a  

sense of balance.”
Geoff Barton, General Secretary,  

Association of School & College Leaders

“A great read that is wise, honest  
and ultimately uplifting.”

Dame Alison Peacock, Chief Executive,  
Chartered College of Teaching

Being a leader in education is an always-on job. There’s always more 
to do; more staff and children to help. So how can a leader ensure 
that they are doing the right things, at the right time, without burning 
themselves out?

Professor Toby Salt has worked in some of the hardest, most stress-
inducing jobs in the wider education space, as well as juggling a large 
family. How did he make it work? Sometimes with great techniques, 
sometimes through bitter experience.

The Juggling Act gives leaders in education and the wider public 
sector clear advice about how to manage the constant juggling act of 
professional and personal life. 

It reveals how to handle the logistics of leadership life: meetings, 
time management and technology. And it also shows how to handle 
the emotional parts: births, deaths, redundancies, missing your 
kids’ important moments, sticking to your values, and everything in 
between. The Juggling Act is an accessible read filled with anecdotes, 
humour and experience.
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THE JUGGLING ACT
HOW TO JUGGLE LEADERSHIP AND LIFE

“This is the book I wish I had when I first became a leader.  
A must-have for all leaders.”

Sir Steve Lancashire, CEO of REAch2

PROFESSOR TOBY SALT
WITH LAURA MCINERNEY

The Juggling Act - cover.indd   1The Juggling Act - cover.indd   1 13/10/2021   4:11 pm13/10/2021   4:11 pm
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£14 John Catt Educational Limited 
15 Riduna Park, 
Station Road, 
Melton, Woodbridge, 
Suffolk IP12 1QT 
01394 389850 
enquiries@johncatt.com 
www.johncatt.com

This book is just one element of a suite of resources designed to help improve the 
educational outcomes for all children by empowering educational leaders in national, 
regional and local contexts to examine, refine and develop their leadership skills.

In this revised and updated edition, the author takes an in-depth and diagnostic 
approach, encouraging leaders at all levels in schools to think about their own personal 
qualities; their specific situation; their own leadership actions; and their own overall 
leadership approach.  

Developed alongside the book, the Leadership Matters website gives school leaders 
affordable access to high quality online diagnostic tools, videos and other leadership 
resources. Everything on the website, including the 40 exclusive videos, is designed 
around the same 40 topics from the book (known as the LM40), making it really easy for 
busy school leaders to find what they need.

Also available from John Catt Educational:
The Leadership Matters reflective journal, based around the LM40 topics.
A series of Leadership Matters case-study books, written by serving school leaders, 
which exemplify the LM principles in action.

‘Leadership Matters is one of the books I return to most frequently. It’s a text for our 
time – an epoch when leaders need, more than ever, to know what they stand for, what 
their non-negotiable principles are, how to communicate in a range of forms to a range 
of audiences, and how to sustain ourselves emotionally, morally, when times turn grim.’

Geoff Barton, General Secretary of the Association of School and College Leaders

Andy Buck

Leadership 
Matters 3.0
How leaders at all  
levels can create  
great schools

A John Catt Publication

LEADERSHIP
MATTERS
With You, For You

‘Much more than 
a how-to guide. 

Impressive synthesis of 
evidence-based theory 

and down-to-earth 
advice’

Dame Alison Peacock

Now  
organised into 
40 practical 

topics

The third edition of the bestselling leadership manual

LEADERSHIP
MATTERS
With You, For You

www.leadershipmatters.org.uk

Leadership matters3_cover_red/bluev1.indd   1 24/07/2018   15:51

LEADING ACADEMY TRUSTS
Why some fail, but most don’t

By Sir David Carter with Laura McInerney
£15            9781912906994

So, you want to be an academy trust leader? This book will show you how. Sir 
David Carter knows what it feels like to be responsible for multiple schools and 
how the best leaders make large-scale collaboration work for their teachers, pupils, 
parents and the whole community.
“The definitive manual for the sector. This truly is a manual for school trust 
leaders. I read it carefully and read it twice - and I have been doing the job for 
over 8 years!”

5* Amazon review

LEADERSHIP MATTERS 3.0
How leaders at all levels can create great schools

By Andy Buck
£14            9781911382881

In this revised and updated edition of the best-selling school leadership 
guide, Andy Buck takes an in-depth and diagnostic approach to improving the 
educational outcomes of children by empowering educational leaders to examine, 
refine and develop their management skills.
“Andy Buck has created an easy-to-read yet immensely powerful guide for 
every school leader, a book filled with wisdom, humour and practical guidance. 
He manages to reach a perfect balance: a mix of inspiration with occasional 
uncomfortable truths to confront. This is a must-read.”

David Weston, Chief Executive, The Teacher Development Trust
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SCHOOL SELF-REVIEW
A sensible approach: How to know and tell the story of your school
By Tracey O’Brien
£15            9781915261304

Tracey O’Brien explores the sensible and meaningful role of self-review in creating sustainable 
improvement in all areas across secondary schools. This book is full of examples and case 
studies so that the reader can transfer some of these ideas to their context, discuss them at 
meetings and help generate new ideas.

SCHOOL SELF-REVIEW
 A SENSIBLE APPROACH             TRACEY O’BRIEN

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

 WWW.JOHNCATT.COM T R A C E Y  O ’ B R I E N

S C H O O L  
S E L F - R E V I E W  
A  S E N S I B L E  
A P P R O A C H
H O W  T O  K N O W  A N D  T E L L  
T H E  S T O R Y  O F  Y O U R  S C H O O L

This book looks at the sensible and meaningful role of self-review 
in creating sustainable improvement in all areas across secondary 
schools. It outlines a self-review approach which is transparent, 
purposeful, and results in clear ideas for school improvement while 
not negatively impacting on workload. It discusses some of the claims 
of effective self-review: that it challenges thinking, develops skills, 
leads to improvement, and helps build professional communities.  

School self-review – a sensible approach is full of examples and case 
studies to help the reader transfer some of these underpinning 
ideas, and generate discussion and new ideas in their own context. 
It challenges the ‘deep dive’ approach as something that should be 
left to Ofsted and instead suggests that leaders should know what is 
happening in their schools every day, and work with staff to design 
self-review activities that are bespoke and fit for purpose. 

It examines how effective self-review can reduce workload and 
support improvements in wellbeing, while being centred around the 
key theme of ‘improve not prove’, where stakeholders feel involved, 
valued and empowered to be change-makers. 

School Self-Review - cover 4.indd   1School Self-Review - cover 4.indd   1 13/09/2022   13:0113/09/2022   13:01

BEING THE CEO
The six dimensions of organisational leadership
By Michael Pain
£14            9781912906079

In this sharp and insightful book, author Michael Pain uses his knowledge and work on 
organisational strategy and development to lay out the six dimensions of the CEO, which 
reflects the six areas that are key to sustainable growth and success.
“A timely and important contribution to understanding the role of CEO.”

Emma Knights OBE, Chief Executive, National Governors’ Association
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01394 389850 
enquiries@johncatt.com 
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The job of a CEO is almost impossible to define. It is the most 
powerful and influential position in any organisation, yet very little 
discourse exists that attempts to provide a succinct formula for doing 
the job, never mind doing it well. In Being the CEO, Michael Pain, 
the Founder and CEO of Forum Strategy – a national company that 
focuses on strategy and organisational development consultancy – 
approaches the subject with delicacy and well-refined judgment. This 
book sees Michael use his knowledge on organisational strategy and 
development to lay out the six dimensions of the CEO, reflecting the 
key areas for sustainable growth and success, with a unique look at 
organisational improvement and policy and research insights.

Michael is an adviser to CEOs, a researcher, a leadership trainer, and 
a speaker on leadership, vision and responding to the contextual 
issues that are facing the education system and society. Michael 
was formerly Head of Policy at the National College for School 
Leadership and, before that, an adviser to a number of politicians. 
Schools Week, TES, Academy Today and Education Executive have 
published his thoughts and advice. He has also led a number of high 
profile policy-roundtables with organisations such as Ofsted and the 
National Governance Association, including on the future of MAT 
accountability and the recruitment and training of trustees.
 
‘A timely and important contribution to understanding the role of 
CEO.’ – Emma Knights OBE

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

BEING
The six dimensions of organisational leadership

MICHAEL PAIN

CEOTHE

BeingtheCEOcover4.indd   1 10/07/2019   16:43

NEW

My school #Governance handbook         Al Kingsley

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

WWW.JOHNCATT.COM

With nearly two decades of school governance experience across 
infant, primary, secondary, all-through and alternative provision 
schools and academies, distilled into an easy-to-read format,  
My School Governance Handbook aims to make the complex 
world of school governance simple and accessible to all.

This handbook will take you step by step through the basics of 
school governance, what the role entails and what you need 
to know. It explains how schools and multi-academy trusts are 
structured, the key areas of school life you need to understand, 
relevant questions to ask, and finally, includes a handy 
dictionary to help you navigate your way through all those 
pesky education acronyms.

Including ideas and guidance from other experienced governors 
across the UK, My School Governance Handbook is the perfect 
companion for any school governor or trustee.

My
handbook

sc
ho

ol #Governance

Al Kingsley

Keeping it simple,  
a step-by-step guide 
and checklist for all 

school governors

My school  
#Governance handbook

My School Governance Handbook - cover.indd   1My School Governance Handbook - cover.indd   1 23/09/2022   11:36 am23/09/2022   11:36 am
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EDITED BY IAN WIGSTON

The Magic 
in the 

Space Beyond
TRANSFORMATIONAL  
CASE STUDIES FROM  
THE FRONTIERS OF  

WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP

This new book, The Magic in the Space Beyond, presents a series  
of transformational papers produced by aspiring school leaders 
who were given the opportunity to collaborate with colleagues 

from around the world. Inspired by their world-class mentors, these 
remarkable women have forged new and innovative pathways for 

their own development while researching and documenting radical 
solutions to contemporary issues.

This collection of papers explores the new frontiers that educators  
and students face every day, including:

How to respond to the god-like nature of social media influencers.

Building a proactive strategy to address neurodiversity.

Addressing post-pandemic mental health.

Developing a playbook to enable student resilience.

The Magic in the Space Beyond
TRANSFORMATIONAL CASE STUDIES FROM THE  

FRONTIERS OF WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP

Responding to a challenge posed by state and independent 
schools, Ian and Hilary Wigston launched a unique mentoring 

programme to transform women’s leadership in education. 

This programme, explored in the 2021 book The Magic in the 
 Space Between, achieved huge success in the UK and led to 

similar initiatives in North America, Australasia and Africa.

The Magic in the Space Beyond - cover.indd   1The Magic in the Space Beyond - cover.indd   1 21/10/2022   10:1721/10/2022   10:17

THE MAGIC IN THE SPACE BEYOND
Transformational case studies from the frontiers of women’s leadership
Edited by Ian Wigston
£15            9781915261724 

Ian and Hilary Wigston have launched a unique mentoring programme to transform women’s 
leadership in education. This achieved huge success in the UK and led to similar initiatives 
worldwide, and was explored in the 2021 book The Magic in the Space Between.
This new book presents a series of transformational projects by aspiring school leaders who were 
given the opportunity to collaborate with colleagues from around the world. These remarkable 
women have forged new and innovative pathways for their own development, while researching 
and documenting radical solutions to contemporary issues, including how to build a proactive 
strategy to address neurodiversity and addressing post-pandemic mental health.

MY SCHOOL GOVERNANCE HANDBOOK
Keeping it simple, a step-by-step guide and checklist for all school governors
By Al Kingsley
£15            9781915261458

My School Governance Handbook aims to make the complex world of school governance simple 
and accessible to all. This handbook will take you step-by-step through the basics of school 
governance, what the role entails and what you need to know. Including ideas and guidance 
from other experienced governors across the UK, this is the perfect companion for any school 
governor or trustee.

NEW
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Primary Huh 2
Primary curriculum leadership 
conversations

Mary Myatt and John Tomsett

Huh is the Egyptian god of endlessness, creativity, fertility and 
regeneration. He is the deity Mary Myatt and John Tomsett have 
adopted as their god of the school curriculum. Their Huh series 
focuses upon how school practitioners, working at the chalkface, 
design the curriculum.

Supported by their primary colleagues, Rachel Higginson, Lekha 
Sharma and Emma Turner, Mary and John interviewed nearly 40 
primary practitioners about how they shape the primary curriculum. 
Twenty-one of those conversations comprise their previous book 
Primary Huh, which focused upon the curriculum of each individual 
subject from EYFS to Year 6.

The wisdom gleaned from those curriculum experts Mary and John 
interviewed was limitless. Considering the diverse nature of primary 
schools in this country, it’s not surprising that they were soon confronted 
with numerous context-dependent curriculum complexities beyond 
the individual subjects. The material was so important it meant that 
they had too much for a single volume.

In Primary Huh 2, a companion volume to Primary Huh, Mary and 
John give a platform to practitioners who lead on the broader issues 
of primary curriculum design, including, among other things: shaping 
the curriculum for mixed-age classes; designing and implementing 
a cross-MAT curriculum; building the ‘cradle to career’ curriculum; 
timetabling; assessment; transition; and diversity.

The whole Huh project is founded upon conversations. Informed 
debate is, as they say, the fuel of curriculum development. Primary 
Huh 2 is offered as a prompt rather than the last word; it is riven 
through with authentic voices grappling with the endless challenge 
of providing our children with a rich, challenging, ambitious, beautiful 
curriculum.

Primary Huh 2

WWW.JOHNCATT.COM

Prim
ary curriculum

 leadership
 

conversations

Based upon conversations with primary school curriculum senior leaders,  
supported by Rachel Higginson, Lekha Sharma and Emma Turner

‘This is the book that’s been missing 
from the debate about the  
curriculum. It’s the link from theory 
into practice and will enable so 
many of us to develop what we 
teach and how we teach it.’
Hydeh Fayaz, 
Assistant head at  
St Matthew’s  
Research School

Primary Huh 2 - cover.indd   1Primary Huh 2 - cover.indd   1 09/06/2022   12:0509/06/2022   12:05

PRIMARY HUH 2
Primary curriculum 
leadership conversations
By Mary Myatt and John 
Tomsett 
£12             9781915261311

This companion book to Primary 
Huh, shares more of the wisdom of 
practitioners of primary curriculum 
design, including: shaping the 

curriculum for mixed-age classes; designing and implementing a cross-MAT 
curriculum; building the “cradle to career” curriculum. 
Primary Huh 2 has been written for subject leaders and key stage co-
ordinators; it has also been written for senior leaders, as they prepare to 
have supportive conversations with their colleagues who are responsible 
for curriculum development.

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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Primary curriculum design has been in sharp focus in recent 
years. After leading on curriculum design and effective subject 
leadership for 24 years across multiple schools, Emma Turner 
has written the handbook for both the complex thinking which 
underpins primary curriculum design and provided the practical 
models to make it work. 
There is much advice out there for primary schools but it is often 
dominated by voices not trained or experienced in primary practice. 
Emma outlines the unique considerations needed for designing 
and implementing a rich, high-quality curriculum which serves 
our youngest learners – a blend of academic thinking, educational 
research, the wisdom of decades of primary experience and a true 
love of the unique nature of primary. 
Primary curriculum design is a unique knowledge domain of its 
own and Emma explains and explores how this knowledge and 
the thinking around it needs to be championed and implemented 
through both academic and child development lenses. Rooted in 
experience and underpinned by successful approaches, curriculum 
design is complex and nuanced but it can also be ‘Simplicitus’.

SIMPLICITUS
The Interconnected 
Primary Curriculum 

& 
Effective Subject 

Leadership

Emma Turner

Simplicitus serves to champion not only the case and the cause 
for the educational world to respect the fidelity of the primary 
curriculum but also explains fully, frankly and explicitly just 
how detailed, complex and intellectual the primary curriculum 
is. Emma’s boundless and limitless educational experience and 
domain specific knowledge comes across in spades, providing you 
with one of the most powerful insights into just how complex the 
thinking underpinning the primary curriculum is.

Sam Strickland, principal and author

Simplicitus - cover v5.indd   1Simplicitus - cover v5.indd   1 25/03/2022   16:4425/03/2022   16:44

SIMPLICITUS
The Interconnected Primary 
Curriculum & Effective 
Subject Leadership
By Emma Turner
£15             9781915261182

Discover the unique considerations 
needed for designing and 
implementing a rich, high-quality 
primary curriculum which serves 

our youngest learners – a blend of academic thinking, educational 
research, the wisdom of decades of primary experience and a true love 
of the unique nature of primary.
Rooted in experience, underpinned by successful approaches 
implemented in hundreds of schools, curriculum design in primary is 
complex and nuanced, but it can also be Simplicitus.
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Huh
Curriculum conversations 
between subject and  
senior leaders

Mary Myatt and John Tomsett

’The ultimate collaboration 
between two important voices 
in the field of education, this 
book is essential reading 
for subject specialists and, 
even more importantly, 
the senior leaders who 
line manage them.’

Gerry Robinson

For some time, John Tomsett wrestled with the single 
question: ‘How can senior leaders support subject leaders 
in developing their curricula when the senior leaders know 
little about the subject disciplines?’

To find an answer, he collaborated with Mary Myatt to 
interview some remarkable subject leaders about curriculum 
development. What evolved from those interviews is Huh: 
curriculum conversations between subject and senior 
leaders. Myatt and Tomsett transcribed the heart of each 
conversation and, in doing so, learnt a huge amount about 
the process of curriculum development and the essence of 
the individual subjects themselves.

So, why ‘Huh’? Well, Huh is the Egyptian god of endlessness, 
often associated with fertility, creation, and regeneration. 
And as the title of this book, Huh captures a healthy and 
expansive way of considering curriculum conversations. As 
Claire Hill so eloquently comments, ‘Curriculum development 
is an ongoing process; it’s not going to be finished – ever.’ 

There can be no better focus for any book that aims to 
support school improvement than one centred upon 
teachers and school leaders talking about what should be 
taught in our schools, subject by subject, when, to whom, 
and how. In Huh, the authentic voices of people who are 
doing the work on the ground make a topic that can be 
intimidating accessible and meaningful. Every chapter 
contains nuggets of gold that can support practitioners 
who are engaged in curriculum development right across 
the school system.  Professor Samantha Twiselton

Huh

WWW.JOHNCATT.COM

Curriculum conversations between 
subject and senior leaders
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HUH
Curriculum conversations 
between subject and senior 
leaders
By Mary Myatt and John 
Tomsett 
£15             9781913622732

There is sometimes a mismatch 
between the subject specialisms 
of senior leaders and those they 

line manage. If I don’t know the terrain and the importance of a 
particular subject, how can I talk intelligently with colleagues who are 
specialists? This book sets out to offer some tentative answers.
The authors discuss each of the national curriculum subjects with a 
subject leader, providing an insight into how they go about ensuring 
that knowledge, understanding and skills are developed over time, and 
the support they would welcome from senior leaders.
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Primary Huh
Curriculum conversations with 
subject leaders in primary schools

Mary Myatt and John Tomsett

There’s plenty to do when planning the curriculum in primary schools. 
If it feels daunting, then one of the most helpful things is to talk to 
other people about how they have developed the curriculum for their 
particular subject or key stage.

This is what John Tomsett and Mary Myatt have done. After the 
secondary Huh: Curriculum conversations between subject and senior 
leaders was published, they were flooded with requests to produce a 
primary version. They enlisted the help of renowned primary specialists, 
Rachel Higginson, Lekha Sharma and Emma Turner, to have conversations 
with primary teachers and key stage co-ordinators who are doing great 
curriculum development work.

Each chapter provides insights into the importance of individual subjects 
and the unique contribution each makes to pupils’ cognitive and personal 
development. The subject chapters discuss the steps colleagues take to 
ensure that there is a coherent thread across the year groups, as the 
discrete subjects deliver, collectively, the primary curriculum.

These conversations show how the craft of creating a rich, challenging 
curriculum for every subject is not a quick fix. This is a nuanced piece 
of work, and there are many ways of approaching it. Most chapters also 
contain links to subject associations and helpful resources.

Primary Huh has been written for subject leaders and key stage  
co-ordinators; it has also been written for senior leaders, as they 
prepare to have supportive conversations with their colleagues who are 
responsible for curriculum development. Primary Huh is offered as a 
prompt rather than the last word. Informed debate is, as they say, the 
fuel of curriculum development.

And why have John and Mary called it ‘Huh’? Well, John discovered 
that Huh is the Egyptian god of endlessness, creativity, fertility and 
regeneration, and they thought that was a pretty good metaphor for 
their work on the curriculum!

Primary Huh
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Based upon conversations with 21 primary school subject leaders,  
supported by Rachel Higginson, Lekha Sharma and Emma Turner

‘This book will be a valuable tool 
to help teachers and leaders to 
plan the primary curriculum in a 
coherent and sequenced way. It 
is thoroughly recommended for 
all those involved in planning 
primary children’s learning.’

Professor Sam Twiselton
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PRIMARY HUH
Curriculum conversations 
with subject leaders in 
primary schools
By Mary Myatt and John 
Tomsett 
£15             9781915261151

There’s plenty to do when planning 
the curriculum in primary schools. 
If it feels daunting, then one of 

the most helpful things is to talk to other people about how they have 
developed the curriculum for their particular subject or key stage. This is 
what authors Mary Myatt and John Tomsett have done for you in this book. 
Following the success of the secondary-focused Huh: Curriculum 
conversations between subject and senior leaders, they have teamed up with 
primary specialists to have conversations with primary teachers and key 
stage co-ordinators who are doing great curriculum development work.

THE CURRICULUM  Gallimaufry to Coherence
By Mary Myatt                  £15             9781911382836
Mary Myatt guides teachers and school leaders through one of the most important debates in education. She 
argues that the solutions to overcoming achievement barriers lie in understanding the curriculum and in what 
children are meant to know. 
“This book weaves together theory, research, policy, and practice to provide educators at every stage of their 
career a practical guide to coherent curriculum design. Chapters divided by subject and strategy make it easy to 
keep coming back to, whilst Mary’s humorous and intelligent prose make it a pleasure to read.”

Claire Hill, Head of English and Media Studies, Dover Grammar School for Girls
John Catt Educational Limited 
15 Riduna Park 
Station Road, 
Melton, Woodbridge, 
Suffolk IP12 1QT 
01394 389850 
enquiries@johncatt.com 
www.johncatt.com
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THE CURRICULUM

Mary Myatt

‘Globally, new attention is being given to curriculum principles and 
curriculum practice. Mary Myatt’s book is major contribution to this 

debate. She combines encyclopedic knowledge of schools with crystal-
clear description of curriculum principles and few books range so 

effectively across curriculum theory and day-to-day practice in the 
classroom. Mary does this with huge authority and extreme clarity.’  

Tim Oates CBE, Group Director of ARD,  
Assessment Research and Development,  

Cambridge Assessment

Increasingly, across the system, people are talking about knowledge 
and curriculum. In this important and timely book, Mary Myatt is 
at her brilliant best as she passionately argues that the solutions 

to overcoming achievement barriers lie in understanding 
the curriculum and in what children are meant to know.

For the education system to reach coherence on the curriculum, it’s 
going to require teachers in schools to engage in the conversation; 

it’s a journey we need to share if we’re going to deliver a curriculum 
we understand and believe in. In a series of crystal clear chapters, 
Mary guides teachers and school leaders through one of the most 

important debates in education.

Gallimaufry to coherence

‘An absolutely sizzling synthesis of practical  
wisdom about curriculum’ – David Weston

TheCurriculumfromGallimaufryCover_flipped.indd   1 08/11/2018   09:14
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PUPIL BOOK STUDY
An evidence-informed guide to help quality assure the curriculum
Created and written by Alex Bedford
£18             9781913622466

Pupil Book Study gives headteachers, senior and middle leaders a systematic toolkit to evaluate 
the impact of the curriculum through studying teaching and learning. 
Infused with cognitive science research and evidence-informed practice, it offers schools the 
architecture for excellence; helping remove the risk of making assumptions.
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O
n the Subject of Values …

 and the Value of Subjects            Edited by Bridget Knight

 

 

 

 

With contributions from practitioners and professionals 
across the nation …

On the Subject  
of Values …  
and the Value  
of Subjects
New thinking to guide  
schools through  
the curriculum
Edited by Bridget Knight,  
with Mark Chater,  
Neil Hawkes and  
Mick Waters 

This book is thought-provoking and practical. It makes 
a strong case for a values-based approach to subject 
teaching and the whole curriculum, in order to help 
children develop into caring and responsible young 
people and the global citizens of tomorrow.

Patrice Baldwin, Chair, Council for Subject Associations

Education is a values-based experience. Consciously or not, 
we are highly attuned to one another’s values. We see, time 
and again, that the ‘best’ schools are compelled and propelled 
by strong values which inspire and guide the creation of a 
meaningful context for learning and an aspirational ethos. 
However, values can often be submerged, overlooked, or 
ignored. By infusing our teaching with values, both explicit and 
implicit, learning can serve a greater purpose, nourishing us as 
humans and deepening our experience.

Drawing on the views and inspired teaching practice of a range of 
contributors, this book offers both the theoretical underpinning 
and practical examples to bring values to life in the classroom. 
It shows how each subject has a unique and valuable role, and 
how a values-based culture generates a powerful climate for 
successful learning in every subject discipline.

In our current educational context, this work is unashamedly 
people-orientated, futures-thinking, and forward-facing.  

On the Subject of Values - cover_converted.indd   1On the Subject of Values - cover_converted.indd   1 06/10/2022   13:4606/10/2022   13:46
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‘This approach to monitoring and evaluating children’s work really gets to 
the heart of reflective thinking about what will make a difference to children’s 
learning.’

– Clare Sealy

Pupil Book Study is a window into the lived experience of pupils. Serving as 
a mirror to reflect professional practice and identify what helps and hinders 
learning, it aims to outline clear and coherent structures to support talking 
to pupils about their books. Alex Bedford gives school leaders a systematic 
toolkit to evaluate the impact of their curriculum through studying teaching 
and learning. Infused with cognitive science research and evidence-informed 
practice, he offers schools the architecture for excellence, helping remove the 
risk of making assumptions.

This book works as a guide for schools through its seven specific and fully  
exemplified areas to focus on quality assurance systems. The keystone  
between teaching, learning and the curriculum, it provides schools with the 
tools to explain why things are as they are and presents solutions to the areas 
that limit progress.

AN EVIDENCE-INFORMED GUIDE TO  
HELP QUALITY ASSURE THE CURRICULUM

CREATED AND WRITTEN BY ALEX BEDFORD

Pupil Book Study Cover.indd   1Pupil Book Study Cover.indd   1 01/03/2021   16:5801/03/2021   16:58

PUPIL BOOK STUDY: READING
An evidence-informed guide to help quality assure the reading curriculum
By Lauren Meadows
In partnership with Alex Bedford
£18             9781915261250

This book provides evidence-led structures to shine a light on the true impact of a school’s 
reading provision. Building on the global success of the original Pupil Book Study frameworks, 
this guide translates these principles into practice to support leaders and teachers to evaluate 
their reading curriculum.

ON THE SUBJECT OF VALUES AND THE VALUE OF SUBJECTS
New thinking to guide schools through the curriculum
Edited by Bridget Knight, with Mark Chater, Neil Hawkes  
and Mick Waters
£15             9781915261298 

By infusing our teaching with values, both explicit and implicit, learning can serve a greater purpose, nourishing 
us as humans and deepening our experience. Drawing on the views and inspired teaching practice of a range of 
contributors, this book offers both the theoretical underpinning and practical examples to bring values to life in 
the classroom. It shows how a values-based culture generates a powerful climate for successful learning in every 
subject discipline.
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Curriculum Revolutions is a tool to 
assist schools in creating, building 
and maintaining a joined-up 
curriculum that is cohesive and 
coherent. Martin Robinson’s unique 
curriculum wheel leads you through 
a continuous cycle of planning, 
designing, delivering, reflecting  
upon and reviewing your curriculum. 
The process will involve your 
managers, teachers and pupils, 
ensuring all understand the 
importance of a well-functioning 
curriculum as the cornerstone 
of the school and the quality 
of education it delivers. Good 

curriculum design is a collaborative 
affair, so each revolution of the 
wheel focuses on how to get staff 
working together productively. 
Most importantly, from a 
design point of view, Curriculum 
Revolutions explores the potential 
pitfalls in the curriculum shape that 
a school adopts, either consciously 
or unconsciously. Robinson argues 
that a sophisticated understanding 
of the underlying structure, or 
‘thought architecture’, can make 
all the difference to the quality of 
the continuing, unfolding project of 
good curriculum design.

Name here

CURRICULUM  
REVOLUTIONS
A practical guide to 
enhancing what you teach
By Martin Robinson
£15             9781913622985

Curriculum Revolutions will assist 
your school in creating, building 
and maintaining a joined-up 
curriculum that is cohesive 

and coherent. Martin Robinson’s unique curriculum wheel leads 
you through a continuous cycle of planning, designing, delivering, 
reflecting upon and reviewing your curriculum.

SYMBIOSIS
The Curriculum and the 
Classroom
£15             9781913622084

Employing an astute blend 
of theory and practice, Claire 
Hill and Kat Howard offer a 
methodical approach to designing 
and delivering a curriculum, to 
ensure that all feel part of a 
collective curricular journey. At a 

time when work on the curriculum can be politicised, monetised and 
overcomplicated, Symbiosis provides a series of practical strategies 
for curriculum designers at every level, in order to not only keep and 
develop the skilled and professional teachers desperately needed in 
schools, but also to provide a world-class curriculum to students.

NEW

NEW
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THE LONE SENDCO
Questions and answers for the busy SENDCO
By Gary Aubin
£15             9781913622589

The SENDCO role can feel isolating. SENDCOs know more than anyone in their setting about 
SEND, so who do they go to when they need support? Especially when new to the role, who 
do you turn to when tackling a problem or looking for inspiration? The Lone SENDCO answers 
over 300 questions that SENDCOs grapple with, whether experienced or new.

THE COMPASSIONATE TEACHER
Why compassion should be at the heart of our schools
By Andy Sammons
£14             9781912906031

Modern educators are faced with the constant juggling act of keeping hold of the passion for 
their subject and nurturing the young people in front of them, as well as ensuring the best 
possible measurable outcomes. It’s a balancing act that is leading many down a path of poor 
mental health and spiralling workloads, a crisis that is expressed in the number of teachers 
walking away from schools. In a world that judges teachers by appearances and scores, 
this book is about finding a healthier and more meaningful way to relate to ourselves, our 
students and our profession.
“The book offers suggestions of practical strategies to safeguard our wellbeing and increase our 
professional effectiveness as we build our self-awareness and the most positive, constructive 
relationships, showing compassion towards ourselves, our colleagues, our students, in our 
teaching and even in our marking.”

Jill Berry, former head, now leadership consultant
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Teaching is one of the most inspiring things you can choose to do with your 
life, but the profession is in crisis. There is no doubt about it. 

It’s time to pause and reflect. It’s time to reclaim our profession, and reclaim 
our well-being. It’s time for us to shift our threat-ridden experience of the 
current climate, and compassion is the tool to help us. 
 
By connecting with our compassionate selves, we can help others learn and 
grow. Using a model rooted in evolutionary psychology, this book offers 
a way of doing just that. It aims to help us understand modern education, 
and gives us theoretical and practical ways forward as empathetic human 
beings and practitioners.

‘I’d spent so much time ignoring the build-up and effect 
that stress was having on my body that my brain could 

no longer distinguish between a lion and an email.’

‘A deeply personal individual account of teaching 
and the importance of building courage to be truly 

compassionate to yourself. A powerful read.’

Dame Alison Peacock

ANDY SAMMONS

THE  
COMPASSIONATE 

TEACHER
Why compassion should be 
at the heart of our schools

TheCompassionateTeacherCover2v5.indd   1 04/03/2019   14:56

THE CARING TEACHER
How to make a positive difference in the classroom
By Rob Potts
£15             9781913622909

Whether you are new to the profession or an experienced practitioner, teaching can be the 
most rewarding career imaginable, but it has never been more demanding. This book offers 
practical advice relating to pastoral care and classroom management, with a firm focus on 
building effective relationships.

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO PASTORAL LEADERSHIP
A compendium of essential knowledge, research and experience for all 
pastoral leaders in schools
By Amy-May Forrester
£15             9781915261045

This is a no-nonsense exploration of the knowledge base that excellent pastoral practitioners, 
be they aspiring, new or experienced, need to excel in their roles. It combines theory, evidence 
and research with best practice and on the job experience.
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GARY AUBIN

The SENDCO role can feel quite isolating. 
SENDCOs know more than anyone in their setting 
about SEND, so who do they go to when they 
need support? Especially when new to the role, 
who do they turn to when tackling a problem 
or looking for inspiration? The Lone SENDCO 
answers over 300 questions that SENDCOs 
grapple with, whether experienced or new: How 
should outcomes be worded? Do I get longer 
to respond if I receive a consultation in the 
holidays? How shall I structure my inclusion department? 
How do I assess SEND for a child with EAL? How should 
I be working with my school’s careers officer? How do I 
motivate disengaged learners? What do OFSTED look for in 
an inspection?

Split helpfully into easily-workable sections, this reference 
book can be picked up and dipped into, whatever the priority. 
Whether it’s organising an annual review for the first time, 
taking your partnership with parents to the next level or 
linking your work in SEND to cognitive science, The Lone 
SENDCO tackles the questions you have and the answers 
you need.

THE  
LONE 
SENDCO
Questions and answers 
for the busy SENDCOwww.SENDMatters.co.uk

@SENDMattersUK

The Lone SENDCO cover 3.indd   1The Lone SENDCO cover 3.indd   1 07/12/2021   11:1707/12/2021   11:17

Whether you’re new to the profession or an experienced 
practitioner, teaching can be the most rewarding career 
imaginable but it has never been more demanding. This 
book is filled with practical advice relating to pastoral care 
and classroom management, with a firm focus on building 
effective relationships. 

If you’re wondering how to get the most impact from school 
reports and parents’ evenings, struggling with prickly 
home–school relationships or simply want to bring the best 
out of those around you, this book will guide you towards 
the most practical solutions. It provides invaluable insights 
to guide you through your teaching journey and to help 
make your classroom a place where both you and your 
students enjoy being.

‘I’d highly recommend this book for all 
teachers entering the profession: it’s a 
great read, friendly, relatable, and full  

of practical advice and tips.’ 

AMANDA NUTTALL, SENIOR LECTURER FOR  
PRIMARY EDUCATION AT LEEDS TRINITY UNIVERSITY.

The C
aring Teacher                  Rob Potts
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The  
Caring  

Teacher

By Rob Potts

How to make a positive  
difference in the classroom

The Caring Teacher - Cover.indd   1The Caring Teacher - Cover.indd   1 05/11/2021   10:27 am05/11/2021   10:27 am
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TEACHING  
SECONDARY  

SCIENCE

ADAM BOXER

A COMPLETE GUIDE

‘A must-read for all science teachers and required reading  
in all curricula for future science teachers.’

Paul Kirschner, emeritus professor of educational psychology

‘This book is a real joy to read.’
Dr Niki Kaiser, chemistry teacher and research school director

‘Adam has written the book on secondary  
science teaching.’ 

Bob Pritchard, physics teacher and EEF content specialist

Teaching science is no simple task. Science teachers must wrestle with 
highly abstract and demanding concepts – ideas which have taken 
humanity’s greatest minds thousands of years to formulate and refine. 

Communicating these great and awesome theories involves careful 
forethought and planning. We need to deliver crystal-clear explanations, 
guide students as they develop their embryonic knowledge and then 
release them to develop their thinking independently, all the while 
curating and tending to their long-term understanding as it develops. 

In Teaching Secondary Science: A Complete Guide, Adam breaks down the 
complex art of teaching science into its component parts, providing a 
concrete and comprehensive set of evidence-informed steps to nurturing 
brilliant science students. 

This is a truly complete guide, and science teachers of any experience will 
find it packed with ideas that are new, challenging, interesting and – most 
importantly – useful.

Teaching Secondary Science - cover.indd   1Teaching Secondary Science - cover.indd   1 21/10/2021   14:3421/10/2021   14:34

READY TO TEACH: MACBETH
A compendium of subject knowledge, resources and pedagogy

By Stuart Pryke and Amy Staniforth
£16             9781912906918

Deliver a knowledge-rich curriculum with impact, supported by these easy to apply tips and 
tricks. Stuart Pryke and Amy Staniforth bring together resources and classroom strategies, 
plus the deep subject knowledge teachers need to teach Shakespeare’s tragic play, and the 
pedagogical theory behind why these ideas work.

HOW TO  
TE CH  

ECONOMICS

Economics teachers often work by themselves or in small 
departments. This can mean they are forced to plan a lot of 
lessons from scratch with limited scope for shared planning 
or collaboration. 

Even as teaching becomes more research-informed, there is 
still the problem of having to work out how this best applies 
when teaching economics, especially when there has been 
limited training on this. It can mean teachers are forced to 
adopt a trial-and-error approach, attempting to implement 
generic teaching and learning tips into economics lessons. 

This book aims to change that. By looking at what the latest 
cognitive science research tells us about how pupils learn 
and, crucially, how that can be implemented in economics 
lessons, it provides a short-cut through the trial-and-error 
approach. 

While the author summarises what the research tells us 
about pupil learning, this is fundamentally a ‘doing’ book. 
It is packed with practical examples of how research can be 
implemented in economics lessons looking at explanations, 
misconceptions, assessment, curriculum and much more.

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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READY TO TEACH
A CHRISTMAS CAROL

A COMPENDIUM OF SUBJECT 
KNOWLEDGE, RESOURCES 

AND PEDAGOGY

STUART PRYKE &
AMY STANIFORTH

Amy Staniforth and Stuart Pryke have taken their considerable 
knowledge, skill and experience, and poured them generously into 
this triumph of a book.

Jennifer Webb

‘The ‘Ready to Teach’ series returns with Ready to Teach:  
A Christmas Carol.
This book brings together the deep subject knowledge, resources 
and classroom strategies needed to teach Charles Dickens’ 
celebrated classic, as well as the pedagogical theory behind why 
these ideas work, helping teachers to deliver a knowledge-rich 
curriculum with impact.

Each chapter contains lesson-by-lesson essays and commentaries 
that enhance subject knowledge on key areas of the text alongside 
fully resourced lessons reflecting current and dynamic best practice.

The book also offers an introduction to the key pedagogical 
concepts which underpin the lessons and why they are proven to 
help students develop powerful knowledge and key skills.

Whether you are new to teaching or looking for different ways 
into the text, Ready to Teach: A Christmas Carol is the perfect 
companion to the study of this timeless novella.’
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READY TO TEACH
MACBETH

A COMPENDIUM OF SUBJECT 
KNOWLEDGE, RESOURCES 

AND PEDAGOGY

STUART PRYKE &
AMY STANIFORTH

Amy Staniforth and Stuart Pryke have taken their considerable 
knowledge, skill and experience, and poured them generously into 
this triumph of a book.

Jennifer Webb

What is the best approach for helping students to understand 
higher level concepts? How can specific subject knowledge be 
implemented in lessons?

Ready to Teach: Macbeth brings together the deep subject 
knowledge, resources and classroom strategies needed to teach 
Shakespeare’s tragic play, as well as the pedagogical theory behind 
why these ideas work, helping teachers to deliver a knowledge-rich 
curriculum with impact. 

Each chapter contains lesson-by-lesson essays and commentaries 
that enhance subject knowledge on key areas of the text alongside 
fully resourced lessons reflecting current and dynamic best practice. 

The book also offers an introduction to the key pedagogical 
concepts which underpin the lessons and why they are proven to 
help students develop powerful knowledge and key skills. 

Whether you are new to teaching or looking for different ways into 
the text, Ready to Teach: Macbeth is the perfect companion to the 
study of ‘the Scottish play’.

Ready to Teach, Macbeth cover 1.indd   1 09/10/2020   10:34
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READY TO TEACH: A CHRISTMAS CAROL
A compendium of subject knowledge, resources and pedagogy
By Stuart Pryke and Amy Staniforth
£18             9781915261212

Whether you are new to teaching or looking for different ways into the text, this book is the 
ideal companion to the study of this 19th century classic. Each chapter contains lesson-by-
lesson essays and commentaries that enhance subject knowledge on key areas of the text, 
alongside fully resourced lessons reflecting current and dynamic best practice.
‘It’s a tough gig to write a book that is both academic and accessible. And yet Stuart and Amy 
have pulled this off. It is a brilliant boon to the English teaching community.’ 

Mary Myatt

TEACHING SECONDARY SCIENCE
A Complete Guide
By Adam Boxer
£16             9781913622787

This book provides a concrete and comprehensive set of evidence-informed steps to nurturing 
brilliant science students and breaks down the complex art of teaching science into its 
component parts. 
Science teachers of any experience will find it packed with ideas that are new, challenging, 
interesting and, most importantly, useful – when sketching out your curriculum, preparing 
your explanations, mapping out how you will check student understanding, and in all other 
aspects of science teaching.

HOW TO TEACH ECONOMICS

By Yousuf Hamid
£16             9781915261052

This book is packed with practical examples of how research can be implemented in Economics
lessons, looking at explanations, misconceptions, assessment, curriculum and much 
more. While the book summarises what the research tells us about pupil learning, this is 
fundamentally a ‘doing’ book.
“Yousuf Hamid has done an excellent job in this book of summarising a wealth of aspects of 
pedagogical theory and applying it in context of teaching economics. For the time-poor teacher 
of this subject, this book is a great gift and enables the reader to quickly appreciate how they 
could improve their practice. Very few books exist to support economics teachers to improve, 
and this is certainly the best I have read.”

5* Amazon review
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‘We have needed this book for a long time. Highly recommended’  
– Allison Ash, headteacher

‘This powerful and important book sets out the compelling case  
for a revision revolution in our schools’  
– Kath Monaghan, head of English

Have you ever wondered why your students don’t revise? Or why 
they revise ineffectively? Often, they simply don’t know how. This is 
where The Revision Revolution comes in. 

What if, instead of just telling students to revise, we taught them 
explicit study skills from Year 7? What if we made revision enjoyable, 
even irresistible? The aim is not just to help students pass exams, but 
to embed their learning and help them grow into knowledgeable 
and informed young adults.

In this book, Helen Howell and Ross Morrison McGill guide you step 
by step through how to start and sustain a revision revolution in your 
school, building a culture of effective study that flows through all 
aspects of school life. Vive la révolution!

THE  

REVISION  
REVOLUTION

How to build a culture 
of effective study in 

your school

Helen Howell with  
Ross Morrison McGill

#TheRevisionRevolution

The Revision Revolution cover 5 v7.indd   1The Revision Revolution cover 5 v7.indd   1 20/12/2021   14:5320/12/2021   14:53

THE REVISION  
REVOLUTION
How to build a culture 
of effective study in your 
school
By Helen Howell with 
Ross Morrison McGill
£15             9781913622930

Have you ever wondered why your 
students don’t revise? Or why 

they revise ineffectively? Often, they simply don’t know how. This is 
where The Revision Revolution comes in - to guide you step by step 
through how to start and sustain a revision revolution in your school 
and build a culture of effective study.

Supporting you to prepare for Ofsted ‘deep dives’ into modern 

foreign languages, Tried and Tested offers practical, easy-to-

implement ideas and strategies for teaching and leading MFL in 

primary school. Wendy Adeniji and Juliet Park provide a huge 

number of classroom ideas, with real examples in French and 

Spanish so you can see how they work in practice. Challenge, 

differentiation and mixed-age teaching are covered, as well as 

how to motivate children to learn a foreign language and how to 

teach vocabulary, phonics and grammar.

Linked to the 2019 Ofsted inspection framework and in line with 

the key stage 2 national curriculum programme of study, Tried 

and Tested explores memory and cultural capital, as well as 

innovative strategies for using stories and songs. You will learn 

how to assess progress using age-related expectations and 

will be provided with access to real examples of lesson plans, 

curriculum-planning documents and resources.
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WENDY ADENIJI  
AND JULIET PARK

TRIED AND  
TESTED

The ultimate  
guide to teaching  
primary languages

‘Whatever your primary language 
teaching need or question,  

this is the go-to guide’
Sam Henderson-Tucker
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TRIED AND TESTED
The ultimate guide to 
teaching primary languages
By Wendy Adeniji and 
Juliet Park
£15             9781913622947

This book provides you with 
practical, easy-to-implement 
classroom ideas and strategies 
for teaching and leading Modern 

Foreign Languages (MFL) in a primary school and will support you 
to prepare for MFL Ofsted ‘deep dives’. It includes practical ideas for 
curriculum design and long, medium and short term planning, with 
real examples in French and Spanish.

FUTUREPROOF
A comprehensive framework 
for teaching digital 
citizenship in schools
By Tom Harrison, 
Gianfranco Polizzi, 
Sophie Murfin  
and Lee Peachey
£15            9781915261120

Futureproof shows school leaders and teachers how they can educate 
for digital citizenship through the adoption of a new, comprehensive 
and coherent framework. The book addresses a gap as there are 
currently no well-known frameworks that provide a comprehensive 
approach to teaching digital citizenship education in UK schools.

TOOLS FOR TEACHERS  HOW TO TEACH, LEAD, AND LEARN LIKE THE W
ORLD’S BEST EDUCATORS        OLIVER LOVELL

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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How to teach, lead, and learn like  
the world’s best educators

TOOLS FOR  
TEACHERS

If the sky was the limit, what would you do to become the best educator that you 
can be? In 2016, Ollie Lovell asked himself this same question, and concluded that 
asking the world’s foremost leaders in education what they do would be a great 
place to start.

So he did just that! Over the past five years, Ollie has spoken to sixty of the 
world’s most prominent teachers, leaders, and education researchers. Based 
upon interviews with Tom Sherrington, Anita Archer, Dylan Wiliam, John Hattie, 
Judith Hochman, Jay McTighe, Tom Bennett, Bill Rogers, Daniel Willingham, and 
many more, this book summarises the most useful techniques, strategies, and 
mental models from sixty in-depth conversations, and presents them in a clear 
and actionable form for you to start improving your teaching and learning from 
the first page. 

Full of insight and unapologetically practical, Tools for Teachers will help you to 
teach, lead, and learn like the world’s best educators.

Brimming with practical examples, and beautifully organised for  
time-poor teachers, this book offers important insights on the core 

aspects of teaching that really matter. – Bron Ryrie Jones

Anyone who is seriously interested in understanding how  
to use educational research to improve what happens in schools  

and colleges needs to read this book. – Dylan Wiliam

I can’t think of an educator whose practice wouldn’t be  
enhanced by this book. – Lyn Stone

It’s like putting on the brain of a modern edu-polymath. – Peps Mccrea

Tools for Teachers - cover.indd   1Tools for Teachers - cover.indd   1 30/03/2022   10:49 am30/03/2022   10:49 am

TOOLS FOR TEACHERS
How to teach, lead, and 
learn like the world’s best 
educators
By Oliver Lovell
£15             9781915261069

Oliver Lovell shares the most 
useful techniques, tactics and 
mental models from conversations 
with 60 of the world’s most 

prominent teachers, leaders, and education researchers over the last 
five years. They are presented in a clear, practical, and actionable form 
for you to start improving your teaching and learning.
“Essential reading: Doesn’t matter if you’re primary or secondary - this 
book will challenge and inspire you. It’s full of concrete examples and 
easy to execute strategies which will lead to improved outcomes.”

5* Amazon review

HOW I WISH I’D TAUGHT MATHS
Lessons learned from research, conversations with experts and 12 years of mistakes
By Craig Barton                  £19             9781911382492
Want to save time and energy, and have a positive impact on your pupils’ long-term learning? Craig Barton 
delves into the world of academic research and emerges with a range of simple and effective strategies that any 
maths teacher can employ.
“It is serious, thorough, humble, and humane. And accessible: perhaps the greatest pleasure in reading it is 
knowing that you could turn around and start to implement many of these practices in short order – or, perhaps, 
that you already do these things, but don’t know why you should stick with them or how you could improve on 
them. Barton’s book is worth returning to again and again.”

Teacher review

How I wIsH I’d TaugHT MaTHs                CraIg BarTon

How I wIsH I’d  
TaugHT MaTHs
‘I genuinely believe I have never taught mathematics better, and 
my students have never learned more. I just wish I had known all 
of this 12 years ago...’

When you speak to the likes of Dylan Wiliam, Doug Lemov, Daisy 
Christodoulou, Kris Boulton and the Bjorks, you are bound to 
learn a thing or two. But when he started his Mr Barton Maths 
Podcast, Craig Barton wasn’t expecting to have his whole outlook 
on teaching and learning turned upside down. How I Wish I’d 
Taught Maths is the story of an experienced and successful maths 
teacher’s journey into the world of research, and what it looks like 
in the classroom. 

Along the way we meet practical, easy-to-implement strategies 
including Supercharged Worked Examples, Silent Teacher, 
SSDD problems, low-stakes quizzes, diagnostic questions, 
Purposeful Practice, self-explanations, harnessing the power 
of the Hypercorrection Effect, how to (and how not to) teach 
problem-solving and much more. No matter your experience, 
teaching style or favourite number, every maths teacher will find 
something to think about in this book.

John Catt Educational Limited 
15 Riduna Park 
Station Road, 
Melton, Woodbridge, 
Suffolk IP12 1QT 
01394 389850 
enquiries@johncatt.com 
www.johncatt.com

£19

C r a i g  B a r t o n
How I wIsH I’d 
TaugHT MaTHs
lessons learned from researCh, Conversations  

with experts, and 12 years of mistakes

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

‘an extraordinary and  
important book’  

dylan wiliam

‘essential reading for maths teachers’ 
Jo morgan

How I Wish I'd Taught Maths_cover.indd   1 30/08/2018   16:59

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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FUTUREPROOF            TOM
 HARRISON, GIANFRANCO POLIZZI, SOPHIE M

URFIN, LEE PEACHEY

FUTURE
PR OF

‘This clear-sighted volume sets out an exciting  
and practical approach for teachers’ 

Sonia Livingstone, Digital Futures Commission

‘Futureproof is ahead of the curve …  
a fantastic read and an education in itself’ 
Sam Strickland, principal and author

Futureproof shows school leaders and teachers how they can educate 
for digital citizenship through the adoption of a comprehensive, coherent 
framework designed by the authors to fill a gap in UK education. The book 
explains the theory and research behind the Futureproof framework, 
and provides a step-by-step approach to implementing it in primary and 
secondary schools, with examples from practice throughout.

Futureproof addresses key concerns surrounding digital citizenship, 
including online safety and security, online crime, cyberbullying and digital 
threats to wellbeing.

As well as considering digital risks, Futureproof explores the opportunities, 
celebrating the positives of digital technologies and how they can contribute 
to individual and societal flourishing and wellbeing. The framework takes a 
character strengths-based approach that prepares young people for their 
future lives and work. 

A COMPREHENSIVE  
FRAMEWORK FOR  
TEACHING DIGITAL  

CITIZENSHIP IN SCHOOLS

TOM HARRISON, GIANFRANCO POLIZZI, 
SOPHIE MURFIN, LEE PEACHEY
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A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

Essays for Excellence                           Becky Jones and Laura W
ebb

Have you ever marked a set of essays and found yourself 
left with little time to develop a resource that pushes your 
students further?

English teachers Laura Webb and Becky Jones continually 
found themselves spending precious hours answering 
essay questions so that they could guarantee the quality 
of models their students were exposed to. Their debut 
book features a collection of essays on a range of the most 
popular literature texts that will push students of every 
ability and help them unlock their potential. Written with all 
of the major exam board expectations in mind and ranked 
based on the exam board criteria for each level, all essays 
are accompanied by examiner commentary with student-
friendly phrasing.

Improve your subject knowledge, share responses and 
plans with your students, or use in your department as a 
standardisation resource. This collection offers a wide range 
of opportunities and time-saving resources to alleviate that 
workload, alongside developing your subject knowledge 
and raising the academic aspirations of your students.

WWW.JOHNCATT.COM

Becky Jones  
and Laura Webb

Essays for
Excellence

A collection of GCSE essays to  
support students and teachers  

in achieving success

Essays for Excellence - cover 7 v5.indd   1Essays for Excellence - cover 7 v5.indd   1 11/07/2022   09:4811/07/2022   09:48
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A John Catt Publication 

Michael Chiles and David Goodwin team up to create a comprehensive 
guide for new teachers, summarising a range of essential techniques 
and practices. This book will be a handy resource for practitioners 
training to teach across all subjects and phases. Year One provides 
practical advice, distilling education research and theory into an 
easy-to-read guide for the busy teacher. The book covers establishing 
routines, pedagogy and teaching techniques, developing curriculum 
knowledge, pastoral provisions and professional development. Plus, 
there are contributions from experts offering top tips and best bets 
from their respective disciplines.
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YEAR ONE
Lighting the path on your 
first year in teaching

Michael Chiles & 
David GoodwinMARY MYATT, EDUCATION WRITER AND SPEAKER

An incredibly helpful resource for early career  
teachers; tight, to the point, and a terrific balance of 
important research headlines and practical  
strategies to keep sane in the early years of teaching.

MICHAEL CHILES DAVID GOODWIN

Year One - Cover.indd   1Year One - Cover.indd   1 16/08/2022   12:28 pm16/08/2022   12:28 pm
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HAPPINESS  
FACTORIES

PHIL MATHE

A success-driven approach to  
holistic physical education

Happiness Factories explores the ideas, concepts and 
arguments behind an expanded focus in physical education 
beyond just the physical. It attempts to discuss the value and 
benefits of identifying other aspects – whether we call these 
‘holistic strands’, ‘character traits’, ‘life skills’ or something 
else – that we can introduce into our curriculum design to 
identify other areas that our subject potentially touches on and 
influences.

Taking the reflections and thoughts of PE educators, leaders 
and academics from across the world, Happiness Factories 
will seek to offer reflections and practical ideas for adapting 
PE provision to widen the impact for all pupils, regardless of 
their specific contexts, and the book argues that a physically 
rich, dynamic and context-driven curriculum approach will 
expand opportunities for success for all, in turn inspiring future 
generations of PE pupils to strive for greater engagement, 
understanding and progression in all aspects of PE.

Happiness Factories is the story of the author’s career in PE, 
reflecting on the lessons he has learned, with the successes 
(and failures) along the way. It presents an alternative view of 
what modern, meaningful PE can look like and encourages all 
PE teachers, regardless of their unique context, to reflect on 
their own practice and the emphasis of the provision they give 
to their pupils.

Happiness Factories - cover.indd   1Happiness Factories - cover.indd   1 28/09/2022   13:0128/09/2022   13:01
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THE  
THINKING  
TEACHER
How to transform your  
mindset and your teaching

The Thinking Teacher offers a reflective resource for 
teachers at every level who wish to transform their 
thinking and practice in the classroom. Written by teacher 
professional learning expert Dr Kulvarn Atwal, this book 
shows teachers how they can make a positive difference to 
every single student and shares strategies that will empower 
you to navigate your way through a complex profession in a 
continual cycle of learning and improvement.

The greatest influence on the quality of students’ learning 
in schools is the quality of teaching. This book is based 
on the best available evidence of how to maximise your 
effectiveness in the classroom and includes examples of how 
to build your teaching powers through reflective practice as 
well as teaching strategies that will enable your students to 
develop as independent learners.

Filled with practical guidance, Atwal encourages teachers 
to transform their mindsets and experiment with how they 
teach to improve their practice. It is essential reading for 
teachers at the beginning of their careers as well as anyone 
at any level of experience who is interested in improving 
their teaching.

Dr Kulvarn Atwal

WWW.JOHNCATT.COM

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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NEW
THE THINKING TEACHER
How to transform your mindset 
and your teaching
By Dr Kulvarn Atwal
£16             9781915261663 

This book offers a current and 
reflective resource for teachers at 
every level who wish to transform 
their thinking and their practice in 
the classroom. Written by teacher 

professional learning expert Dr. Kulvarn Atwal, it shows teachers how they 
can make a positive difference to every single student they teach. He 
shares strategies that will empower you to navigate your way through a 
complex profession in a continual cycle of learning and improvement.

HAPPINESS FACTORIES
A success-driven approach to 
holistic Physical Education
By Phil Mathe
£16             9781915261144 

Happiness Factories explores the 
ideas, concepts and arguments 
behind an expanded focus in 
physical education beyond just the 
physical. Phil Mathe presents an 

alternative view of what modern, meaningful Physical Education can 
look like and encourages all PE teachers, regardless of their unique 
context, to reflect on their own practice and the emphasis of the 
provision they give to their pupils.

ESSAYS FOR  
EXCELLENCE
A collection of GCSE essays to 
support students and teachers in 
achieving success
By Becky Jones and Laura 
Webb
£16             9781915261335

Have you ever marked a set of 
student essays and been left with little time to develop a resource which 
pushes your students further? This collection will offer you a time-saving 
resource to alleviate that workload, alongside developing your subject 
knowledge and raising the academic aspirations of your students. Reclaim 
your work/life balance, safe in the knowledge that your pupils are excelling. 

YEAR ONE
Lighting the path 
on your first year in 
teaching
By Michael Chiles 
and David Goodwin
£15             9781915261199 

A comprehensive guide for 
all new teachers. Michael 
Chiles and David Goodwin 

provide clear guidance on key practical pedagogy techniques, 
including establishing routines, building relationships and 
difficult conversations, as well as supporting teachers in 
preparing for their first interview. Each technique, supported by 
research-based evidence, is expertly explained and illustrated.

60-SECOND CPD 
239 ideas for busy teachers
By Hanna Beech and 
Ross Morrison McGill

£15             9781913622107

Every teacher wants to keep 
getting better at what they do, 
but when you have so much on 
your plate and only so many 
hours in the day, how can you 

find time for professional development? That’s where 60-Second 
CPD comes in. 
This book is a compendium of 239 easily accessible ideas and 
theories for professional development, each digestible in roughly 60 
seconds. It’s a book that every teacher and leader, in every primary 
and secondary school, can return to again and again as their career 
progresses.

TEACH TO THE TOP 
Aiming high for every learner
By Megan Mansworth
£15             9781913622756

A research-informed guide to 
aspirational teaching, that shares 
how embedding higher-level 
knowledge in the classroom will 
empower your students to succeed 
and enjoy learning.

“As a teacher you occasionally are lucky enough to come across a book 
that can redefine how you see your practice and this is certainly one of 
those books...
I believe every teacher, school leader, OFSTED inspector and anyone 
who makes the highest decisions regarding education needs to read this 
book as it fundamentally gets to the need of teaching to the top...”

5* Amazon review

NEW
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM MATHS LESSONS
Things we have learned from watching trainee teachers of secondary mathematics
By Keith Parramore and Joan Stephens
£16             9781915261175 

This book is driven by the mathematics that underpins the school mathematics curriculum and 
is informed by the authors’ experiences and opinions. Keith Parramore and Joan Stephens are a 
husband-and-wife team of practising mathematicians, with a wealth of experience in supporting 
trainee teachers. 
They share their learnings and argue the need for trainee teachers to truly explore the 
mathematical foundations of what they are teaching. This book is based on observations in 
secondary schools, and many sections are relevant to primary school mathematics.

Teaching is complex. But there are simple ideas we can enact  
to help our teaching be more effective. This book contains over 
400 such ideas.

The ideas come from two sources. First, from the wonderful 
guests on my Tips for Teachers podcast – education 
heavyweights such as Dylan Wiliam, Daisy Christodoulou and 
Tom Sherrington, as well as talented teachers who are not 
household names but have so much wisdom to share. Then 
there’s what I have learned from working with amazing teachers 
and students in hundreds of schools around the world.

Inside you will find 22 ideas to enhance mini-whiteboard use,  
15 ideas to improve the start of your lesson, 14 ideas to help 
make Silent Teacher effective, seven ways to respond if a  
student says they don’t know, and lots, lots more.

Each idea can be implemented the very next time you step into 
a classroom. So, whatever your level of experience, subject or 
phase, there are plenty of ideas in this book to help take your 
teaching to the next level.
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TIPS FOR  
TEACHERS

CRAIG BARTON

400+ IDEAS TO IMPROVE  
YOUR TEACHING

400+ IDEAS TO IM
PROVE YOUR TEACHING

Tips for Teachers - cover.indd   1Tips for Teachers - cover.indd   1 01/12/2022   12:03 pm01/12/2022   12:03 pm

An eclectic compendium of writings about  
the secondary mathematics curriculum  

and the teaching of it.

This is a book about teaching mathematics in schools. There are 
many excellent books about teaching mathematics that are driven 
by pedagogy, psychology or research. This book is different. It is 
driven by the mathematics that underpins the school mathematics 
curriculum, informed by the authors’ experiences and opinions.

In the field of pedagogy, there are very few fixed “knowns”. 
Mathematics, on the other hand, is a well-founded rock. So, the 
thoughts and advice provided by Keith Parramore and Joan Stephens 
are anchored to that rock. Lessons Learned from Maths Lessons is 
based on observations in secondary schools, and many sections are 
relevant to primary school mathematics.

The authors are a husband-and-wife team of practising 
mathematicians, with a wealth of experience in supporting trainee 
teachers. They have learned something new and/or interesting from 
every mathematics lesson they have observed. One objective of 
this book is to share some of that learning with the reader. A second 
objective is to promote an approach to teaching mathematics that 
empowers pupils and promotes understanding. 

Trainee teachers often identify specific topic areas that they perceive 
they need to develop. Parramore and Stephens argue that the greater 
need is for them to develop depth rather than breadth, to truly 
explore the mathematical foundations of what they are teaching.
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KEITH PARRAMORE  
AND JOAN STEPHENS

Things we have 
learned from 
watching trainee 
teachers of secondary 
mathematics

LESSONS LEARNED FROM 

MATHS  
LESSONS

Lessons learned from maths lessons - cover.indd   1Lessons learned from maths lessons - cover.indd   1 17/08/2022   16:3117/08/2022   16:31

TIPS FOR TEACHERS
400+ ideas to improve your teaching
By Craig Barton
£20             9781915261472

This book is rammed full of ideas – over 400 of them. Each idea can be implemented the very next 
time you step into a classroom. The ideas come from the wonderful guests on the Tips for Teachers 
podcast – education heavyweights such as Dylan Wiliam, Daisy Christodoulou and Tom Sherrington, 
as well as talented teachers who are not household names but have so much wisdom to share – 
together with what the author has learned working with teachers and students all over the world.
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Paul Spenceley
With a foreword by  

Dylan Wiliam

SSuucccceessssffuull
SScciieennccee  

TTeeaacchhiinngg
Improving achievement and learning engagement 

by using classroom assessment
Teachers simply do not have the time to do any more work. 
Yet the pressure to improve results is ever-upwards. The 
emphasis in this book is not on doing anything extra, but 
on doing all the everyday things that science teachers do 
– planning lessons, marking work and exams, providing 
feedback, and getting students involved in discussions or 
peer and self-assessment – in a slightly different way.

The book is full of simple, practical, formative assessment 
techniques and strategies, based on real classroom 
practices, repeated across the range of ages and 
attainment levels in a variety of secondary schools, that 
have consistently shown significant improvements in 
examination results and student involvement in lessons. 
Whether you are just about to embark on a career as a 
science teacher, or you have been one for many years, 
there is bound to be something here to help you.

‘I believe that every science teacher 
would gain enormously from reading this 
book and teachers of other subjects will 
also find much valuable insight into how 

to harness the power of assessment to 
improve, and not just measure, learning.’ 

Dylan Wiliam, UCL Institute of Education

Successful Science Teaching - cover.indd   1Successful Science Teaching - cover.indd   1 14/12/2021   12:5914/12/2021   12:59

NEW THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO INSTRUCTIONAL COACHING
Seven factors for success
By Jim Knight
£18             9781915261670 

The Definitive Guide to Instructional Coaching offers a blueprint for establishing, administering, 
and assessing an instructional coaching program laser-focused on every educator’s ultimate 
goal: the academic success of students. 
Jim Knight is a founding senior partner of the Instructional Coaching Group (ICG) and a research 
associate at the University of Kansas Center for Research on Learning. He has spent more than 
two decades studying professional learning, effective teaching, and instructional coaching.

SUCCESSFUL SCIENCE TEACHING
Improving achievement and learning engagement by using classroom assessment
By Paul Spenceley  With a foreword by Dylan Wiliam
£15             9781913622961

The book is full of simple, practical, formative assessment techniques and strategies for science 
teaching. They are based on real classroom practices, repeated across the range of ages and abilities 
at secondary levels, in a variety of schools, that have repeatedly been shown to significantly improve 
examination results and student involvement in lessons.
“Paul Spenceley’s book challenged my thinking and approach to lesson preparation and 
delivery. I’ve been teaching for over 30 years... Paul’s focus led me to rethink my preparation 
and to refine what I do before and after the lesson portion of the class… While the specific 
examples are from science, it is easy to see how similar things can be done in other disciplines 
with equally successful results.”

Teacher review

Published March 2023
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BEHAVIOUR

THE RUNNING THE ROOM COMPANION
Issues in classroom management and strategies to deal with them
By Tom Bennett
£12            9781913622404

With practical examples and evidence-informed techniques, Tom Bennett goes into more detail 
about how to apply the principles from Running the Room to the classroom. He demystifies the 
puzzles that complex behaviour often presents, and guides teachers at all levels to a better 
understanding of how to run the room effectively.£12 WWW.JOHNCATT.COM
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TOM BENNETT

THE
RUNNING  

THE ROOM 
COMPANION 

ISSUES IN CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT  
AND STRATEGIES TO DEAL WITH THEM

‘Rarely has anyone explained so clearly and provided as practical 
(and beautiful) a guide to accomplishing good behaviour.’

Doug Lemov, author of Teach Like a Champion

In this companion to his best-selling book Running the Room: The Teacher’s 
Guide to Behaviour, Tom Bennett goes into more detail about how to apply 
those principles to the classroom:

• How to deal with students who are late

• What are the best ways to work with parents?

• Managing cover lessons successfully

• How to tame smartphones

• The best way to design a seating plan

• How to start the lesson for the first time

• Dealing with low-level disruption

• Getting the class quiet when you – and they – need it the most

And much more. Using practical examples, plain language and evidence-
informed techniques, Tom guides teachers new and old to a better 
understanding of how to run the room everyone needs.

The Running a Room Companion - cover.indd   1 12/01/2021   16:36

The Behaviour Manual: An Educator’s Guidebook offers over 
100 strategies, approaches and teaching methods that will 
help any school, leader, middle leader, teacher, ECT or ITT to 
proactively lead on behaviour. It has been designed to help 
the entire profession and anyone at any level and all ranges 
of experience. The book is divided into three broad sections. 
Section 1 examines the role of the mothership (the school) and 
the role that leaders at any level can play. Section 2 looks at the 
role of the satellites (the key areas that make up the school) and 
the integral role that middle leaders play. The final section looks 
at the micro level, focusing on the role that teachers play, and 
offers a plethora of approaches teachers can employ.

Each of the 100+ strategies is unpacked over a one- or two-page 
spread. Within each spread is an outline of what the approach is. 
It is then unpacked to detail how it works or can be applied and 
each spread finishes with a cautionary warning and an advice 
tip. This book is deliberately written to help, to offer support, 
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THE
BEHAVIOUR  
MANUAL
SAM STRICKLAND

AN EDUCATOR’S GUIDEBOOK

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

THE BEHAVIOUR MANUAL
An educator’s guidebook
By Sam Strickland
£16            9781915261243

Over 100 strategies, approaches and teaching methods that will help any school leader or 
teacher to proactively lead on behaviour. It has been designed to help the entire profession 
and all ranges of experience. It is grounded in experience and research, and is written in a 
straightforward style that leaves you in no doubt regarding how any of the given approaches 
work and could be employed in your school setting.

£16 WWW.JOHNCATT.COM
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Running the Room is the teacher’s guide to behaviour. Practical, evidence-
informed and based on the expertise of great teachers from around the world, 
it addresses the things teachers really need to know to build the classrooms 
children need.

Bursting with strategies, tips and solid advice, it brings together the best of 
what we know and saves teachers, new or old, from reinventing the wheels 
of the classroom. It’s the book teachers have been waiting for.

RUNNING  
THE ROOM

TOM BENNETT

THE TEACHER’S GUIDE TO BEHAVIOUR

‘This is classic Tom Bennett – funny, practical and 
wise insights into classroom management.’

Daisy Christodoulou, Director of Education at No More Marking

‘This book is the best guide I have ever read on 
getting good behaviour in classrooms.’

Dylan Wiliam, Emeritus Professor, University College London

‘Rarely has anyone explained so clearly and provided as practical 
(and beautiful) a guide to accomplishing good behaviour.’

Doug Lemov, author of Teach Like a Champion

‘This is the book I needed years ago: how much time have  
I wasted discovering for myself a fraction of the techniques 

and routines clearly outlined in this book?’
Adam Boxer, teacher, London 

Running a Room - cover.indd   1 20/08/2020   09:38

RUNNING THE ROOM
The Teacher’s Guide to Behaviour
By Tom Bennett
£16            9781913622145

Practical, evidence informed and based on the expertise of great teachers from around 
the world, this book addresses the things that teachers need to know to build the calm, 
safe classrooms children need.
“This book is the best guide I have ever read on getting good behaviour in classrooms. It 
should be required reading for those training to teach but experienced teachers will also 
find a lot here to reflect on, and to use. Highly recommended.’

Dylan Wiliam, Emeritus Professor of Educational Assessment, 
UCL Institute of Education

“Tom shows us how running the room is the teacher’s ultimate act of love and dedication 
to education and their students.”

Paul A. Kirschner, Emeritus Professor of Educational Psychology & Guest Professor, 
Thomas More University of Applied Science
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PRETENDED
Schools and Section 28. Historical, Cultural and Personal Perspectives
By Catherine Lee
£16             9781915261694

Pretended is a vivid historical, political and cultural account of schools and teaching under Section 28, a law that 
banned schools in the UK from promoting homosexuality as a ‘pretended family relationship’. Catherine Lee was a 
teacher in schools for each of the 15 years that Section 28 was law (between 1988 and 2003). In Pretended, she 
considers the landscape for lesbian and gay teachers leading up to, during and after Section 28. Drawing on her 
diary entries from the Section 28 era, Catherine Lee poignantly recalls the challenges and incidents affecting her 
and thousands of other teachers during this period of state-sanctioned homophobia.

In an era that has seen nothing but change after change, some of 
the brightest and most experienced educators and leaders have 
come together to share their views on what they would do if they 
were elected Education Secretary, providing a voice from the 
frontline and a window into our education system – where we’re 
failing and where we could improve. 
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A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

‘IF I WERE 
EDUCATION 
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EDITED BY 

GEOFF BARTON

VIEWS FROM THE FRONTLINE
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MUST
DO

BETTER
HOW TO IMPROVE THE IMAGE OF TEACHING

HARRY HUDSON 

AND ROY BLATCHFORD

AND WHY IT MATTERS

‘For too many years, it’s been a tiresome cliché to say that the 
teaching profession needs higher status. Now here’s a call-to-

arms explaining why it matters so much – and, most importantly, 
how to achieve it. Stand by for practical, achievable inspiration.’

Geoff Barton, General Secretary, ASCL

‘No profession, none at all, is more crucial, transforming or 
stimulating than teaching. It should be at the apex of respect  

in every civilised country. This book explains why it isn’t –  
and what to do about it.’

Sir Anthony Seldon, formerly VC, University of Buckingham

‘Must Do Better serves as a clarion call. Only if we believe that 
teaching presents a compelling career choice, and make it so,  

will we recruit and retain the calibre of people our future 
generations need and deserve.’

Rebecca Boomer-Clark, CEO, Academies Enterprise Trust

‘A must read – this excellent book starts a conversation that 
is long overdue. There’s nothing more important than good 
teaching, whether in the classroom or on the football pitch.’

Per Mertesacker, Academy Manager at Arsenal Football Club

‘Great education requires great teachers: this timely book 
explains why and how it can and must be achieved.’

Charles Clarke, former Education Secretary

WITH A FOREWORD BY ALAN JOHNSON

Must Do Better - cover.indd   1Must Do Better - cover.indd   1 20/12/2021   09:4420/12/2021   09:44

With teacher shortages reported across the globe, and up to one-
third of teachers in England leaving the profession by their fifth 
year in teaching, continuing professional development (CPD) is an 
attractive solution to retain teachers. The role of CPD is crucial for 
enhancing and refining the knowledge, understanding and skills 
of all teachers. If implemented effectively, early career CPD could 
develop the self-efficacy of beginning teachers that will help them 
choose to stay in the profession. 

Tanya Ovenden-Hope brings together insights from those most 
closely connected to the new mandatory CPD for teachers new to 
the profession provided by the Department for Education, the Early 
Career Framework (ECF). Pilot and lead providers of the ECF, school 
leaders and academics all offer unique perspectives on the ECF. 
Ovenden-Hope provides an historical record of the ECF, illustrating 
its origins, what it offers now for schools and early career teachers, 
as well as the challenges and opportunities for development in the 
future.
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A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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Edited by   
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Origins, outcomes and opportunities
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C A R E E R  
F R A M E W O R K
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NEW

EDUCATION POLICY

‘IF I WERE EDUCATION 
SECRETARY…’
Views from the frontline
Edited by Geoff Barton
£15             9781915261083

‘If I Were Education Secretary ...’ 
provides a fascinating glimpse 
into education policy as it is now 
- and a template for how it could 
become more powerfully coherent 

in the future, moving a good education system to genuinely world class.
This book collects the views of serving school and college leaders, and 
policy-makers. It asks them what they would do if they were in charge, and 
it asks those who were once in charge what they would do differently.

MUST DO BETTER
How to improve the image of 
teaching and why it matters
By Harry Hudson and 
Roy Blatchford  With a 
foreword by Alan Johnson
£15             9781913622978

In the eyes of many, teaching 
is not truly a profession akin to 
other professions. Must do

better examines the origins of our problem with teaching, it shines 
a light on the exciting reality of teaching in the 21st century, 
and it charts a new course for the image of the modern teaching 
profession.

SUPPORT NOT 
SURVEILLANCE
How to solve the teacher 
retention crisis
By Dr Mary Bousted
£15             9781915261168

Laying bare how the inadequacy 
of Westminster policies is 
compounded by an unfair Ofsted 
inspection regime, Dr Mary 

Bousted draws on her years of expertise and access to decision-makers 
to expose the gap between ministerial rhetoric and the daily reality 
encountered by teachers in their classrooms across England. 
Dr Bousted outlines a set of proposals to move beyond the seemingly 
perennial crisis in teacher recruitment and retention, and makes 
an unflinching call to end the failed experiment of government 
interventionism in classrooms.

THE EARLY CAREER 
FRAMEWORK
Origins, outcomes and 
opportunities
Edited by Tanya  
Ovenden-Hope
£15             9781913622954

This book brings together insights 
from those most closely connected 
to the Early Career Framework; the 

training providers, school leaders and academics involved in understanding 
the efficacy of professional development and learning in schools.
“The insights it provides will support purposeful, critical and constructive 
debate about the most significant educational reform to take place in 
England in a generation.”

Nick Sorensen, Retired Head Teacher and Teacher Educator

Why are so many teachers leaving the profession increasingly 
early in their careers? What harm is being done to pupils’ 
educational prospects by persistent teacher shortages? Why are 
teachers held uniquely responsible for the effects of poverty on 
children’s progress and attainment? What are the unintended 
consequences of rushed government education policymaking? 
And what can be done about all the above?

Supported by the latest international and national evidence, 
Support Not Surveillance seeks to address these important 
questions. Laying bare how the inadequacy of Westminster 
policies is compounded by an unfair Ofsted inspection regime, 
Dr Mary Bousted draws on her years of expertise and access to 
decision-makers to expose the gap between ministerial rhetoric 
and the daily reality encountered by teachers in their classrooms 
across England.

Ending on a set of proposals to move beyond the seemingly 
perennial crisis in teacher recruitment and retention, Support 
Not Surveillance is an unflinching call to end the failed 
experiment of government interventionism in classrooms.

Dr Mary Bousted is joint general secretary of the National 
Education Union. @MaryBoustedNEU

SUPPORT NOT SURVEILLANCE                  DR M
ARY BOUSTED

 WWW.JOHNCATT.COM
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DR MARY BOUSTED

How to solve the teacher retention crisis
NOT SURVEILLANCE
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Could it be our collective failure to respond effectively to the threat 
of the climate emergency or the challenges of the pandemic has 
been shaped to a small but significant degree by the nature of the 
learning that happens in our schools and a failure to enable young 
people to learn appropriately there? 

That question lies at the heart of this thought-provoking new book as 
it unpicks the concept of deep learning for future sustainability. This 
combines deep understanding with action, and links both to moral 
purpose. It is not enough just to be concerned about climate change 
– awareness must lead to action.

The book draws on an eclectic range of sources, case studies of 
actual practice, critical perspectives and opportunities for reflection. 
The authors argue that first and foremost it is for educators and 
leaders to get on as best they can in their own school context to 
do what is both necessary and right to secure learning fit for a 
just and sustainable future irrespective of governmental lead in 
these matters. In doing so the authors set out some clear evidence-
informed principles for school development and leadership that are 
central to the success of that mission.
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MALCOLM GROVES AND  
JOHN WEST-BURNHAM

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

SO  
WHAT 
NOW
Time for learning in your  
school to face the future

 WWW.JOHNCATT.COM

It is not the role of schools to solve the climate  
crisis or any of the other multiple crises now facing 
humankind. But it is powerfully their role, if they so 
choose, to equip young people as well as possible to  
deal with the consequences of the serious problems 
they will be inheriting from their elders, not betters.

So What Now - cover.indd   1So What Now - cover.indd   1 06/06/2022   10:16 am06/06/2022   10:16 am

STUDENT GUIDES

HOW TO GET A 9 IN SHAKESPEARE 
By Hetty Steele
£12            9781915261281

Lots of students find Shakespearean language and content the hardest element of the GCSE English 
Literature course; this book gives practical strategies to make sure they can access those very top grades. 
Broken down into the two most frequently studied Shakespearean plays at GCSE (Macbeth and Romeo and 
Juliet), you can find the text that you need and become an expert in all things Shakespeare.

John Catt Educational Limited 
12 Deben Business Centre 
Old Maltings Approach, 
Melton, Woodbridge, 
Suffolk IP12 1BL 
01394 389850 
enquiries@johncatt.com 
www.johncatt.com
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•	 Are	you	struggling	to	get	motivated	to	study	for	your	
exams?

•	 Do	you	find	yourself	procrastinating	on	a	regular	basis,	
spending	too	much	time	on	your	phone	and	not	enough	
on	your	studies?

•	 Are	you	struggling	to	find	revision	techniques	that	work	
for	you?

•	 Are	you	stressed	about	having	too	much	to	revise	in	too	
little	time?

•	 Are	you	struggling	to	improve	your	grades	despite	doing	
dozens	of	past	papers?

If	you	answered	yes	to	any	of	these	questions	then	The	Ten	
Step	Guide	to	Acing	Every	Exam	You	Ever	Take	is	the	book	
for	you.

In	this	book,	straight	A	student,	Cambridge	graduate,	
experienced	teacher	and	former	A	Level	examiner	Lucy	
Parsons	gives	you	a	complete	formula	for	getting	the	top	
grades	every	time.	Starting	with	unlocking	your	motivation	
and	fixing	your	exams	mindset,	she	guides	you	through	a	
practical	system	that	will	reduce	the	overwhelm,	banish	
procrastination,	give	your	life	balance	and	empower	you	to	
work	towards	your	exams	in	a	methodical	and	low-stress	way.

Lucy Parsons

The
10 STEP GUIDE

 ACING  
EVERY
EXAM

you ever take

to

THE TEN STEP GUIDE TO ACING EVERY EXAM YOU EVER TAKE
By Lucy Parsons
£12            9781911382195

Straight A student, Cambridge graduate, experienced teacher and former A Level examiner Lucy Parsons gives 
students a complete formula for getting the top grades every time. Starting with unlocking motivation and 
fixing the exams mindset, she guides them through a practical system that will reduce overwhelm, banish 
procrastination and empower them to work towards exams in a methodical and low-stress way.
“Whatever level of education you are in, whatever subjects you are studying, if you follow Lucy’s steps and 
implement her methods it will totally alter your way of thinking and attitude towards work, but not least 
your grades and academic success. My grades are proof; I got a sheet of paper last August telling me I had 
achieved 10 A*s and 2 As in my GCSEs.”

Laura-Jane Baxter, A Level student

INADEQUATE
The system failing our teachers 
and your children
By Priya Lakhani  With 
a foreword by Robert 
Halfon MP
£9.99            9781912906222

Pulling no punches, education 
technologist and entrepreneur 
Priya Lakhani outlines how badly 

we have failed teachers and children, and who is to blame – while 
charting a course for a brighter future. From feeble government 
reforms to growing mental health crises, Priya leaves no stone 
unturned in exposing the inadequate state of education.
“Priya Lakhani is a visionary thinker. Yesterday, her words seemed 
speculative. Today they are coming into being. Tomorrow, educators, 
parents and politicians will be left behind if they haven’t listened to her.”

Sir Anthony Seldon, former Master, Wellington College

SO WHAT NOW? 
Time for learning in your 
school to face the future
By Malcolm Groves and 
John West-Burnham
£15            9781915261236

Could our collective failure to 
respond effectively to the threat 
of the climate emergency or the 
challenges of the pandemic have 

been shaped to a small but significant degree by the nature of the 
learning that happens in our schools? That question lies at the heart 
of this thought-provoking book as it unpicks the concept of deep 
learning for future sustainability. 
Meticulously researched and carefully argued, So What Now? will 
serve as a stimulus and resource for educationalists to support their 
understanding of the nature of learning, their grasp of the future 
they are preparing young people for, and their understanding of what 
leadership is needed for schools to truly face the future.

By PR
IYA LAKH

AN
I

The world of education is in a state of failure. Our teachers are 
quitting in droves, their natural passion for education stifled. 
Your children are being let down by a system unfit for our 
rapidly-changing world, leaving them wholly-unprepared to 
survive the age of automation. 
 
Pulling no punches, education technologist and entrepreneur 
Priya Lakhani outlines how badly we have failed, and who is 
to blame – while charting a course for a brighter future. From 
feeble government reforms to growing mental health crises, 
Priya leaves no stone unturned in exposing the Inadequate  
state of education.

“Priya Lakhani is a visionary thinker. Yesterday, her words seemed 
speculative. Today they are coming into being. Tomorrow, educators, 
parents and politicians will be left behind if they haven’t listened to her.” 
Sir Anthony Seldon

“Priya Lakhani uses her forensic analysis skills to identify all the key 
problems with our broken education system. Her vision for education is 
profoundly human but turbocharged by the tools of technology to offer  
real hope for teachers and learners.” Lord Jim Knight, Tes, and former 
Schools Minister

“A fascinating book, written by someone whose energy and passion for 
education are boundless. Packed with interesting ideas and insightful 
feedback from educators and educational leaders who are using AI for 
positive change.” Professor Rose Luckin, UCL

“Priya Lakhani sets out a vision for ending the game of education policy as 
political ping-pong, breaking out of our obsession with accountability, and 
creating an education system fit for the brave new world in which we find 
ourselves. It’s a book that constantly challenges the status quo, setting out 
a compelling and optimistic vision of what education could – should – look 
like. It’s an intoxicating, uplifting read.” Geoff Barton, General Secretary 
of the Association of School and College Leaders

£9.99      WWW.JOHNCATT.COM PRIYA LAKHANI
With a foreword by Robert Halfon MP, 

Chair of the Education Select Committee

“Essential reading for parents, teachers and policy-makers.”
JO JOHNSON

THE SYSTEM FAIL ING OUR TEACHERS  
AND YOUR CHILDREN

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

inadequate - Cover.indd   1 30/09/2020   15:14
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KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES

GCSE

The Knowledge Quiz series is a deviously simple and effective way for students to revise for GCSE and A-level subjects. Put 
together by subject experts, these easy-to-use books feature tear-out quizzes to help students memorise the large body of 
knowledge that forms the basis of success in exams.
Rather than just flicking through revision cards expecting things to stick in the memory, self-quizzing allows students to 
complete multiple copies of the same quiz and keep doing them until they get them right every time.
Each book starts off with easy questions, followed by more difficult questions to really test and embed the key knowledge. 
At the start of each section are the full answers.

KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES

CHEMISTRY
By Adam Boxer
£8            9781912906130

“Best book for retrieval practice. 
Being a teacher of chemistry, I 
would strongly recommend this 
book for all the triple science GCSE 
chemistry students.”

5* Amazon review

BIOLOGY
By Gemma Singleton
£8           9781912906147

FOUNDATION MATHS
By Jo Morgan
£8            9781912906109

PHYSICS
By Ruth Ashbee
£8            9781912906123

“Very impressive. This is a fantastic 
resource for anyone studying GCSE 
Science. The questions are very 
well written and the structure works 
really well.”

5* Amazon review

HIGHER MATHS
By Jo Morgan
£8            9781912906116

“Revolutionising revision! Can’t 
wait to use these with my Year 9, 
10 and 11 pupils. Well thought 
out questions and a great idea of 
spaced out practice.”

5* Amazon review

GCSE ENGLISH  
LITERATURE – MACBETH
By Jennifer Webb
£8            9781912906949
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES – 
CHRISTIANITY
By Dawn Cox
£8            9781912906772

RELIGIOUS STUDIES – 
CATHOLIC CHRISTIANITY 
AND JUDAISM
By Andy Lewis
£8            9781912906796

RELIGIOUS STUDIES – 
ISLAM
By Dawn Cox
£8            9781912906789

HISTORY – MEDICINE 
THROUGH TIME
By Roy Watson-Davis
£8            9781912906505

HISTORY – WEIMAR 
AND NAZI GERMANY
By Roy Watson-Davis
£8            9781912906512

GEOGRAPHY
By James Tomlinson
£8            9781912906437

COMPUTER SCIENCE
By Gemma Moine
£8            9781912906529

A-LEVEL CHEMISTRY
By Alex Dawes
£8            9781913622497

A-LEVEL MATHS
By Tom Bennison
£8            9781913622077

A-LEVEL PHYSICS
By Thomas Millichamp
£8            9781913622299

A-LEVEL

“Must buy for first time 
teachers. Brilliant for review 
and knowledge checks.”

5 * Amazon review

“Time saving and effective. 
These are just what pupils 
need for learning the key 
bits of information to get 
them the “easy” marks.”

5* Amazon review
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WALKTHRUs
F I V E - S T E P  G U I D E S  T O  I N S T R U C T I O N A L  C O A C H I N G

BEHAVIOUR & RELATIONSHIPS
Establish classroom conditions 

CURRICULUM PLANNING
Create a coherent, well-sequenced 
knowledge-rich curriculum

EXPLAINING & MODELLING
Make sense of complex ideas to 
support students in building  
secure schema

QUESTIONING & FEEDBACK
Use responsive teaching methods  
to check students’ understanding  
and move them forward

PRACTICE & RETRIEVAL
Building secure long-term memory 

MODE B TEACHING
Deliver a range of learning  
experiences to deepen and  
extend learning

TOM SHERRINGTON
OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI

£16 / $22 WWW.JOHNCATT.COM

As part of the discovery of cognitive science, teachers 
are waking up to the powers of dual coding — combining 
words with visuals in your teaching. But cognitive 
scientists aren’t graphic designers, and so their books 
don’t show teachers how to be competent in producing 
effective visuals. Until now.

Dual Coding With Teachers is a truly 
groundbreaking educational book. No other book has 
been designed with both cognitive science and graphic 
principles in mind. Every page contains diagrams, 

infographics, illustrations and graphic organisers. It has 
been designed to cater for both the busy teacher in a 
rush and the research-hungry colleague.

More than 35 teachers, teacher developers, 
psychologists and information designers are profiled, 
each with a double-page spread, highlighting their dual 
coding practice. Examining pedagogy through the lens 
of dual coding helps make the process more effective, 
efficient and enjoyable. Let’s get learning.

DUAL CODING W
ITH TEACHERS      OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

DUAL CODING 
WITH TEACHERS

OLIVER CAVIGLIOLI
with
Teachers
Andrew Steed: Primary
Ben Newmark: History
Blake Harvard: Psychology
Charlotte Richards: Combined Science
Dawn Cox: Religious Education
Gary Lamb: Maths
Gwen Nelson: English, FE
Helen Jennings: Primary
Karen Parham: Philosophy, FE
Mark Enser: Geography
Mike Tyler: Sport, FE
Noel Hitchcock: Science
Pritesh Raichura: Science
Rebecca Foster: English
Ruth Ashbee: Physics
Sianny Pamby: Religious Education
Teacher Developers
Andy Buck: Leadership
Christine Counsell: Curriculum Design
Dan Williams: Initial Teacher Training
David Weston: Inservice development
Emma McCrea: Trainer, Maths
Eva Hartell: STEM subjects 
Fergal Roche: Strategy 
Harry Fletcher-Wood: Initial Teacher Training
Jules Daulby: SEND
Ruth Swailes: Consulant Early Years
Tricia Taylor: Metacognition, Primary
Psychologists
Carolina Kuepper-Tetzel: Gr. Organisers
Efrat Furst: Abstract concepts
Megan Sumeracki: Scaffolded Gr Orgs
Paul Kirschner: Dual Coding Theory
Yana Weinstein-Jones: Live sketching
Information Designers
Francis Miller: Book structure
Michael Babwahsingh: Design Process
Peter Stoyko: Dialogue WalkThru
Sheila Pontis: Design Process
Trevor Flynn: Drawing

WHY?
The theories and 
evidence behind  

the benefits

WHAT?
Discover 12 different 

formats and how  
they work 

HOW?
Develop your skills  

with step-by-
step WalkThrus 

WHICH?
Take-aways and 

principles of effective 
visuals 

WHO?
Double–page spreads 

on dual coding  
practice today 

WHEN?
Identify the best  

moment dual coding 
aids learning 

WHERE?
References and 

resources to continue 
your learning
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Oliver Caviglioli
@olicav | olicav.com

‘Oliver has delivered a monumental work on a subject — the dual 
coding theory — that he’s eminently capable of delivering.
He is driven by the desire to spread his knowledge to all of us in 
the learning business so that we can all do our work better.’

Distinguished University Professor, Open University of the Netherlands 
Visiting Professor of Education, University of Oulu, FinlandPaul Kirschner

Dual Coding - cover.indd   1 18/12/2020   12:49

Teaching is complex. But there are simple ideas we can enact  
to help our teaching be more effective. This book contains over 
400 such ideas.

The ideas come from two sources. First, from the wonderful 
guests on my Tips for Teachers podcast – education 
heavyweights such as Dylan Wiliam, Daisy Christodoulou and 
Tom Sherrington, as well as talented teachers who are not 
household names but have so much wisdom to share. Then 
there’s what I have learned from working with amazing teachers 
and students in hundreds of schools around the world.

Inside you will find 22 ideas to enhance mini-whiteboard use,  
15 ideas to improve the start of your lesson, 14 ideas to help 
make Silent Teacher effective, seven ways to respond if a  
student says they don’t know, and lots, lots more.

Each idea can be implemented the very next time you step into 
a classroom. So, whatever your level of experience, subject or 
phase, there are plenty of ideas in this book to help take your 
teaching to the next level.
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N

A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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TIPS FOR  
TEACHERS

CRAIG BARTON

400+ IDEAS TO IMPROVE  
YOUR TEACHING

400+ IDEAS TO IM
PROVE YOUR TEACHING

Tips for Teachers - cover.indd   1Tips for Teachers - cover.indd   1 01/12/2022   12:03 pm01/12/2022   12:03 pm
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READY TO TEACH
A CHRISTMAS CAROL

A COMPENDIUM OF SUBJECT 
KNOWLEDGE, RESOURCES 

AND PEDAGOGY

STUART PRYKE &
AMY STANIFORTH

Amy Staniforth and Stuart Pryke have taken their considerable 
knowledge, skill and experience, and poured them generously into 
this triumph of a book.

Jennifer Webb

‘The ‘Ready to Teach’ series returns with Ready to Teach:  
A Christmas Carol.
This book brings together the deep subject knowledge, resources 
and classroom strategies needed to teach Charles Dickens’ 
celebrated classic, as well as the pedagogical theory behind why 
these ideas work, helping teachers to deliver a knowledge-rich 
curriculum with impact.

Each chapter contains lesson-by-lesson essays and commentaries 
that enhance subject knowledge on key areas of the text alongside 
fully resourced lessons reflecting current and dynamic best practice.

The book also offers an introduction to the key pedagogical 
concepts which underpin the lessons and why they are proven to 
help students develop powerful knowledge and key skills.

Whether you are new to teaching or looking for different ways 
into the text, Ready to Teach: A Christmas Carol is the perfect 
companion to the study of this timeless novella.’

£16 WWW.JOHNCATT.COM
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Running the Room is the teacher’s guide to behaviour. Practical, evidence-
informed and based on the expertise of great teachers from around the world, 
it addresses the things teachers really need to know to build the classrooms 
children need.

Bursting with strategies, tips and solid advice, it brings together the best of 
what we know and saves teachers, new or old, from reinventing the wheels 
of the classroom. It’s the book teachers have been waiting for.

RUNNING  
THE ROOM

TOM BENNETT

THE TEACHER’S GUIDE TO BEHAVIOUR

‘This is classic Tom Bennett – funny, practical and 
wise insights into classroom management.’

Daisy Christodoulou, Director of Education at No More Marking

‘This book is the best guide I have ever read on 
getting good behaviour in classrooms.’

Dylan Wiliam, Emeritus Professor, University College London

‘Rarely has anyone explained so clearly and provided as practical 
(and beautiful) a guide to accomplishing good behaviour.’

Doug Lemov, author of Teach Like a Champion

‘This is the book I needed years ago: how much time have  
I wasted discovering for myself a fraction of the techniques 

and routines clearly outlined in this book?’
Adam Boxer, teacher, London 

Running a Room - cover.indd   1 20/08/2020   09:38
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Tom Sherrington

ROSENSHINE’S  
PRINCIPLES IN ACTION

with illustrations by Oliver Caviglioli
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@KateJones _Teach

Love to Teach

www.lovetoteach87.com

In recent years retrieval practice has continued to grow in prominence 
and popularity – an evidence-informed effective teaching and learning 
strategy that supports all learners. After extensive reading, engaging 
with research and working with schools, Kate Jones has written a 
guide that explores how retrieval practice can work in a primary school 
context. The book begins with research and then focuses on classroom 
application, covering curriculum design, task and question design with 
retrieval practice and how to embed retrieval practice as part of the 
language of learning across the wider school community. 

This is an essential read for teachers and leaders at all levels looking to 
effectively embed retrieval practice in their primary classroom.

KATE JONES

RETRIEVAL 
PRACTICE:  
PRIMARY 
A guide for primary teachers  
and leaders 
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researchED is an educator-led organisation with the goal of 
bridging the gap between research and practice. This accessible 
and punchy series, overseen by founder Tom Bennett, tackles 
the most important topics in education, with a range of 
experienced contributors exploring the latest evidence and 
research and how it can apply in a variety of classroom settings. 

In this edition, Hamish Chalmers provides a primer on the key 
questions teachers and researchers have about the education 
of children learning English as an additional language (EAL). 
From the general implications of teaching children in a language 
that many are still in the process of learning, to the specifics 
of EAL-friendly pedagogy, this volume includes contributions 
from both teachers and researchers in the field: Victoria 
Murphy, Constant Leung, Jonathan Bifield, Feyisa Demie, Anne 
Margaret Smith, Naomi Flynn, Holly Joseph, Tracey Costley, 
Xiao Lan Curdt-Christiansen, and Eowyn Crisfield.

Hamish Chalmers is a lecturer and EAL researcher at the 
University of Oxford, vice-chair of NALDIC – the UK’s EAL 
subject association – and erstwhile primary school teacher, 
both in the UK and overseas.

EDITED BY HAMISH CHALMERS 
SERIES EDITOR TOM BENNETT

THE GUIDE TO

the series

THE
GUIDE TO

INDEPENDENT THINKING FOR EDUCATION
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This book is just one element of a suite of resources designed to help improve the 
educational outcomes for all children by empowering educational leaders in national, 
regional and local contexts to examine, refine and develop their leadership skills.

In this revised and updated edition, the author takes an in-depth and diagnostic 
approach, encouraging leaders at all levels in schools to think about their own personal 
qualities; their specific situation; their own leadership actions; and their own overall 
leadership approach.  

Developed alongside the book, the Leadership Matters website gives school leaders 
affordable access to high quality online diagnostic tools, videos and other leadership 
resources. Everything on the website, including the 40 exclusive videos, is designed 
around the same 40 topics from the book (known as the LM40), making it really easy for 
busy school leaders to find what they need.

Also available from John Catt Educational:
The Leadership Matters reflective journal, based around the LM40 topics.
A series of Leadership Matters case-study books, written by serving school leaders, 
which exemplify the LM principles in action.

‘Leadership Matters is one of the books I return to most frequently. It’s a text for our 
time – an epoch when leaders need, more than ever, to know what they stand for, what 
their non-negotiable principles are, how to communicate in a range of forms to a range 
of audiences, and how to sustain ourselves emotionally, morally, when times turn grim.’

Geoff Barton, General Secretary of the Association of School and College Leaders

Andy Buck

Leadership 
Matters 3.0
How leaders at all  
levels can create  
great schools

A John Catt Publication

LEADERSHIP
MATTERS
With You, For You

‘Much more than 
a how-to guide. 

Impressive synthesis of 
evidence-based theory 

and down-to-earth 
advice’

Dame Alison Peacock

Now  
organised into 
40 practical 

topics

The third edition of the bestselling leadership manual

LEADERSHIP
MATTERS
With You, For You

www.leadershipmatters.org.uk
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My school #Governance handbook         Al Kingsley
A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION
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With nearly two decades of school governance experience across 
infant, primary, secondary, all-through and alternative provision 
schools and academies, distilled into an easy-to-read format,  
My School Governance Handbook aims to make the complex 
world of school governance simple and accessible to all.

This handbook will take you step by step through the basics of 
school governance, what the role entails and what you need 
to know. It explains how schools and multi-academy trusts are 
structured, the key areas of school life you need to understand, 
relevant questions to ask, and finally, includes a handy 
dictionary to help you navigate your way through all those 
pesky education acronyms.

Including ideas and guidance from other experienced governors 
across the UK, My School Governance Handbook is the perfect 
companion for any school governor or trustee.

My
handbook

sc
ho

ol #Governance

Al Kingsley

Keeping it simple,  
a step-by-step guide 
and checklist for all 

school governors

My school  
#Governance handbook
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Huh
Curriculum conversations 
between subject and  
senior leaders

Mary Myatt and John Tomsett

’The ultimate collaboration 
between two important voices 
in the field of education, this 
book is essential reading 
for subject specialists and, 
even more importantly, 
the senior leaders who 
line manage them.’

Gerry Robinson

For some time, John Tomsett wrestled with the single 
question: ‘How can senior leaders support subject leaders 
in developing their curricula when the senior leaders know 
little about the subject disciplines?’

To find an answer, he collaborated with Mary Myatt to 
interview some remarkable subject leaders about curriculum 
development. What evolved from those interviews is Huh: 
curriculum conversations between subject and senior 
leaders. Myatt and Tomsett transcribed the heart of each 
conversation and, in doing so, learnt a huge amount about 
the process of curriculum development and the essence of 
the individual subjects themselves.

So, why ‘Huh’? Well, Huh is the Egyptian god of endlessness, 
often associated with fertility, creation, and regeneration. 
And as the title of this book, Huh captures a healthy and 
expansive way of considering curriculum conversations. As 
Claire Hill so eloquently comments, ‘Curriculum development 
is an ongoing process; it’s not going to be finished – ever.’ 

There can be no better focus for any book that aims to 
support school improvement than one centred upon 
teachers and school leaders talking about what should be 
taught in our schools, subject by subject, when, to whom, 
and how. In Huh, the authentic voices of people who are 
doing the work on the ground make a topic that can be 
intimidating accessible and meaningful. Every chapter 
contains nuggets of gold that can support practitioners 
who are engaged in curriculum development right across 
the school system.  Professor Samantha Twiselton

Huh
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Curriculum conversations between 
subject and senior leaders
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Curriculum Revolutions is a tool to 
assist schools in creating, building 
and maintaining a joined-up 
curriculum that is cohesive and 
coherent. Martin Robinson’s unique 
curriculum wheel leads you through 
a continuous cycle of planning, 
designing, delivering, reflecting  
upon and reviewing your curriculum. 
The process will involve your 
managers, teachers and pupils, 
ensuring all understand the 
importance of a well-functioning 
curriculum as the cornerstone 
of the school and the quality 
of education it delivers. Good 

curriculum design is a collaborative 
affair, so each revolution of the 
wheel focuses on how to get staff 
working together productively. 
Most importantly, from a 
design point of view, Curriculum 
Revolutions explores the potential 
pitfalls in the curriculum shape that 
a school adopts, either consciously 
or unconsciously. Robinson argues 
that a sophisticated understanding 
of the underlying structure, or 
‘thought architecture’, can make 
all the difference to the quality of 
the continuing, unfolding project of 
good curriculum design.
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TEACHING  
SECONDARY  

SCIENCE

ADAM BOXER

A COMPLETE GUIDE

‘A must-read for all science teachers and required reading  
in all curricula for future science teachers.’

Paul Kirschner, emeritus professor of educational psychology

‘This book is a real joy to read.’
Dr Niki Kaiser, chemistry teacher and research school director

‘Adam has written the book on secondary  
science teaching.’ 

Bob Pritchard, physics teacher and EEF content specialist

Teaching science is no simple task. Science teachers must wrestle with 
highly abstract and demanding concepts – ideas which have taken 
humanity’s greatest minds thousands of years to formulate and refine. 

Communicating these great and awesome theories involves careful 
forethought and planning. We need to deliver crystal-clear explanations, 
guide students as they develop their embryonic knowledge and then 
release them to develop their thinking independently, all the while 
curating and tending to their long-term understanding as it develops. 

In Teaching Secondary Science: A Complete Guide, Adam breaks down the 
complex art of teaching science into its component parts, providing a 
concrete and comprehensive set of evidence-informed steps to nurturing 
brilliant science students. 

This is a truly complete guide, and science teachers of any experience will 
find it packed with ideas that are new, challenging, interesting and – most 
importantly – useful.

Teaching Secondary Science - cover.indd   1Teaching Secondary Science - cover.indd   1 21/10/2021   14:3421/10/2021   14:34

The Behaviour Manual: An Educator’s Guidebook offers over 
100 strategies, approaches and teaching methods that will 
help any school, leader, middle leader, teacher, ECT or ITT to 
proactively lead on behaviour. It has been designed to help 
the entire profession and anyone at any level and all ranges 
of experience. The book is divided into three broad sections. 
Section 1 examines the role of the mothership (the school) and 
the role that leaders at any level can play. Section 2 looks at the 
role of the satellites (the key areas that make up the school) and 
the integral role that middle leaders play. The final section looks 
at the micro level, focusing on the role that teachers play, and 
offers a plethora of approaches teachers can employ.

Each of the 100+ strategies is unpacked over a one- or two-page 
spread. Within each spread is an outline of what the approach is. 
It is then unpacked to detail how it works or can be applied and 
each spread finishes with a cautionary warning and an advice 
tip. This book is deliberately written to help, to offer support, 
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THE
BEHAVIOUR  
MANUAL
SAM STRICKLAND

AN EDUCATOR’S GUIDEBOOK
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THE  
THINKING  
TEACHER
How to transform your  
mindset and your teaching

The Thinking Teacher offers a reflective resource for 
teachers at every level who wish to transform their 
thinking and practice in the classroom. Written by teacher 
professional learning expert Dr Kulvarn Atwal, this book 
shows teachers how they can make a positive difference to 
every single student and shares strategies that will empower 
you to navigate your way through a complex profession in a 
continual cycle of learning and improvement.

The greatest influence on the quality of students’ learning 
in schools is the quality of teaching. This book is based 
on the best available evidence of how to maximise your 
effectiveness in the classroom and includes examples of how 
to build your teaching powers through reflective practice as 
well as teaching strategies that will enable your students to 
develop as independent learners.

Filled with practical guidance, Atwal encourages teachers 
to transform their mindsets and experiment with how they 
teach to improve their practice. It is essential reading for 
teachers at the beginning of their careers as well as anyone 
at any level of experience who is interested in improving 
their teaching.

Dr Kulvarn Atwal
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